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NOW AVAILABLE—MINIFIGS FLAGS ^
3 sets of BRITISH INFANTRY FLAGS 25mm scale

B1 Sheet of 5 standards (Shield centre device) 50p each
B2 Sheet of 5 standards (Circle centre device) 50p each
B3 Sheet of 5 standards (Kings coiours) 50p each
These fully coloured flags are of the superb quality associated

with all Minlfigs products. All you do Is number them.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WARGAMERS, COLLECTORS AND ENTHUSIASTS
WILL RECEIVE A WARM WELCOME FROM

THE MANAGER DAVE ROTOR

AT 13 GILLINGHAM STREET LONDON S.W.I

Please note

PERSONAL SERVICE ONLY AT THIS ADDRESS

Glliingham Street

NOW IN PRODUCTION
Infantry

1 British Musketeer Advancing (Tricorne).
2 British Musketeer Firing (Tricome).
3 British Musketeer Officer.
4 British Grenadier Advancing (Mitre).
5 British Grenadier Firing (Mitre).
6 British Grenadier Throwing Grenade.
7 British Grenadier Officer.
0 British Drummer (Mitre).
9 British Standard Bearer.
10 Artilleryman with Rammer.
11 Artilleryman with Porte-Fire.
12 Artilleryman with Shot Barrow.
13 Artillery or Engineer Officer.
14 Bavarian Musketeer Attacking.
15 Austrian Musketeer Marching.
16 Netherlands Van Frieheim Grenadier Advanc.
17 Waloon Grenadier Marching.
18 British Grenadier Sergeant with Halberd.
19 French Grenadier Marchir^.
20 French Grenadier Advancing.
21 French Grenadier Throwing Grenade.
22 French Grenadier Officer.
23 Swedish Grenadier Marching.
24 Swedish Grenadier Advancing.
25 Swedish Grenadier Officer.
26 Swedish Grenadier Drummer.
27 Danish Grenadier Marchir^.
28 Danish Grenadier Advancing.
29 Danish Grenadier Officer.
30 Danish Grenadier Drummer.

31 Drummer Boy (Tricorne).
32 Line Sergeant (Tricorne).
33 Russian Musketeer Marchir^ (flat hat).
34 Russian Musketeer Advancing.
35 Russian Musketeer Officer.
36 Russian Musketeer Standard Bearer.
37 Russian Musketeer Drummer.
38 Turkish Line Marchirtg (Matlock).
39 Turkish Line Advancing.
40 Turkish Line Officer.
41 Turkish Line Standard Bearer.

MALBURIAN 25mm RANGE
Mai. 42 Turkish Line Drummer
Mai. 43 Janissary Marching.
Mai. 44 Janissary Advancing.
Mai. 45 Janissary Officer.
Mai. 46 Janissary Standard Bearer.
Mai. 47 Austrian Jager Advancing.
Mai. 48 Austrian Musketeer Advancing.
Mai. 49 Austrian Musketeer Officer.
Mai. 50 Civil Drover Leading Horses.
Mai. 51 Engineer Sapper with Pick.
Mai. 52 Engineer Sapper with Shovel.
Mai. 53 British Runner with Message Stick.
Mai. 54 Line Colonel with Sword.
Mai. 55 Turkish Artilleryman with Rammer.
Mai. 56 Turkish Artilleryman with Linstock.
Mai. 57 Turkish Artillerman Carrying Ball.
Mai. 58 Turkish Artilleryman with Sponge.
Mai. 59 British Grenadier Sergeant with Haltierd.
Mai. 60 French Grenadier Sergeant.
Mai. 61 Swedish Grenadier Sergeant.
Ma). 62 Danish Grenadier Sergeant.
Mai. 63 British Fusilier.
Mai. W British Fusilier Officer.

Cavalry

Mal.C. 1 British Trooper.
Mal.C. 2 British Horse Grenadier.
Mal.C. 3 Cuirassier.
Mal.C. 4 British Dragoon.
Mal.C. 5 French Dragoon Trooper.
Mal.C. 6 French Dragoon Officer.
Mal.C. 7 French Dragoon Guidon.
Mal.C. 8 Maison Du Rot Musketeer.
Mal.C. 9 Maison Du Roi Grenadier.
Mal.C. 10 Maison Du Roi Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 11 Maison Du Roi Officer.
Mal.C. 12 Cuirassier Officer.
Mal.C. 13 Cuirassier Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 14 Cuirassier Guidon.
Mal.C. 15 British Line Officer.
Mal.C. 16 British Line Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 17 British Line Guidon.
Mal.C. 18 Dragoon Drummer.

Mal.C. 19 British Horse Grenadier Officer.
Mal.C. 20 British Horse Grenadier Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 21 British Horse (Srenadier Guidon.
Mal.C. 22 Germanic Line Trooper.
Mal.C. 23 Germanic Line Officer.
Mal.C. 24 Germanic Line Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 25 Germanic Line Guidon.
Mal.C. 26 Austrian Hussar.
Mal.C. 27 Austrian Hussar Officer.
Mal.C. 28 Austrian Hussar Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 29 Swedish Dragoon.
Mal.C. 30 Swedish Dragoon Officer.
Mal.C. 31 Swedish Dragoon Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 32 Turkish Spahi Trooper.
Mal.C. 33 Turkish Spahi Officer.
Mal.C. 34 Turkish Spahi Trumpeter.
Mal.C. 35 Turkish Spahi Guidon.
Mal.C. 36 Spanish Dragoon.
Mal.C. 37 Spanish Dragoon Officer.
Mal.C. 38 Spanish Dragoon Guidon.
Mal.C. 39 General.
Mal.C. 40 A.D.C.

IMal. CX PERSONALITIES

Mal.C.X. 1 Marlborough.
Mal.C.X. 2 Cadogan.
Mal.C.X. 3 Peteboro.
Mal.C.X. 4 Villars.
Mal.C.X. 5 Boufflers.
Mal.C.X. 6 Berwick.
Mal.C.X. 7 Duke of Burgandy.
Mal.C.X. 8 Prince of Orange.
Mal.C.X. 9 Eugene.
Mal.C.X. 10 Charles XII.
Mal.C.X. 11 Peter the Great.
Mal.C.X. 12 Vendome.

CATALOGUE 75p

FOOT lip HORSE 14p
RIDER lip GUN S5p

IWINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Te|:2(IS55
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BOOKS FOR WARGAMERS
from Oavid and Charles the piTHE PE

Wellington's Army

WELLINGTON'S ARMY IN
THE PENINSULAR 1808 - 1814

by Michael Glover

In this penetrating study of the British Army in the Peninsular
Campaign Michael Glover examines the organisation, re
cruitment, training, weapons and tactics of the men under
Wellington's command and shows how the Duke handled
this army in the Field. The problems of logistics and transport
are considered, as well as the complicated chain of
command and administrative systems which had bedevilled
lesser British commanders. The Portuguese and Kings
German Legion troops are dealt with as well as the British
troops. The text is illustrated with contemporary uniform
illustrations. £5.50

BOOKS BY CHRIS DUFFY

THE ARMY OF FREDERICK THE
GREAT

Describes the organisation, equipment and tactics of each
branch and corps of the Prussian army, lists of every
regiment, its facing and record, and provides a comprehen
sive operational history. Text supported with maps of every
major battle, battle statistics, and numerous illustrations and

diagrams. E6.50

FIRE AND STONE—THE SCIENCE
OF FORTRESS WARFARE

1660-1860

Explains the function of fottresses, and descrifies their
construction and defence, and the art of siegecraft

DON FEATHERSTONE WARGAMING TITLES

WARGAMING: ANCIENT AND
MEDIEVAL PERIODS

Drawing on years of practical wargaming experience Don
Featherstone suggests how to refight fifteen ancient battles
from Kadesh in 1208 B.C. to St. Albans in 1455 A.D.
31 maps. £3.95

WARGAMING; PIKE AND SHOT
Following on from the previous volume Don Featherstone
covers fifteen battles of the Renaissance period from
Ravenna in 1512 to the Battle of the Dunes in 1658.
30 maps. £4.50

BATTLE NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS

A more general volume covering battles from Pharsalus in
the Roman Civil War to Pork Chop Hill in the Korean War.
30 maps. £3.50

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS
in this comprehensive introduction to wargaming Don
Featherstone analyses the basic elements of wargame
rules, gives practical advice on sources of figures and terrain
and how to fight solo games. He then examines all the main
periods of interest to wargamers. from ancient warfare up to
the wars of today, and considers the problems these pose to
the wargamer. Illustrated with maps and photographs
throughout. Limp £1.95

Ordering
Please reed carefully.

U.K. and Eire

Write stating which titles you require and write clearly your
name and address. Enclose cMii with order adding 15%
p. & p. on orders up to £5:10% on oiders up to £10. Minimum
postage 30p. Orders of £10 and over sent post frcs. /t'low
two to three weeks for delivery.

Oversees

Postage rales for overseas customers are the same as U.K.
rates, but books are sent by surface mail so allow extra time

COLONIAL SMALL WARS
1837-1901

This invaluable guide for the colonial wargamer describes in
separate chapters forty-six Victorian colonial campaigns
from the Revolt in Canada in 1837 to the Boxer Rising of
1900-1. Each account is accompanied with tactical and
strategic maps. Originally published at £4.95

Cheap edition now £2.25

NAVAL WARGAMES: WW I
AND WW II
by Barry J. Carter

The author describes sources of ships in the popular scales
of 1/1200, 1/1250, 1/1300 and 1/4800 and gives practical
suggestions for scratch building. Currently available rules
are examined (including the classic rules of Fred Jane and
Fletcher Pratt) and the authors own rules are explained and
illustrated with sample games. Campaigning, solo games
and commercial games are also considered. Illustrated with
maps, diagrams, charts and photographs. £3.95

LEADERSHIP IN WAR 1939-1945
Sir John Smyth VC

An assessment of British generalship in WW II from Dunkirk
to North Africa. Normandy and the war in the Far East. Illus.

Originally published at £5.25
Cheap edition now £2.25

for delivery. Enclose cash with order, either by Sterling
Cheque or International Money Order; or write a cheque in
your own currency adding on 50p to cover our bank charges.

Or send large S.A.E. for our full list of military books (list free
with order).

Our shop is open to the public 9.00 - 5.30; Mon • Sat; closed
Thursday. We also sell wargames figures and boardgames.

NINSULAR WAR
1807- 1814
by Michael Glover

A concise military history, from the French invasion, the
British intervention, through all the famous victories up to the
invasion of France. Appendices give orders of battle, lists of
regiments, etc. for the British and French armies. Maps and
illustrations. Originally published at £7.50

Cheap edition now £2.95

THE NILE CAMPAIGN—NELSON
AND NAPOLEON IN EGYPT

by Christopher Lloyd

Napoleon's capture of Malta, his conquest of Egypt, and the
subsequent French defeat at Trafalgar described through
contemporary letters, orders and intelligence reports. Illus.

£4.50

developed by Vauban. Appendices include "A Fortress
Wargame. ' Maps, diagrams, drawing and photographs
throughout. £5.95

THE ARMY OF MARIA THERESA

1740-1780

Chris Duffy shows how, through constant reforms, the
Austrian army was eventually able to meet the Prussians on
equal terms. Indeed, in their use of light infantry, and the
employment of their potent artillery, they forshadowed some
aspects of the Napoleonic Wars. Every branch of the army is
dealt with, including the celebrated Croats. A complete list of
regiments, maps of all major battles, and numerous
illustrations and diagrams support the text. £6.50

sawtf TheAnzsyof
Maria Theresa

TiwAmM PkR«M<#ZiiveHiJ teiM*

BATTLE HONOURS OF THE
BRITISH ARMY

This reprint of the classic reference work (first published
1911) provides a unique British military history from Tangiers
in 1662 up to the Boer War. Brief accounts are given of every
major Battle Honour Campaigns, together with tables
showing losses, and details of decorations and battle honour

given.Mapsandillus.Limp £1.95

ASSAULT FROM THE SEA
J. D. Ladd

The equipment and tactics used by both sides in WW II. Fully
illustrated. £5.95

COLLECTING VOLUNTEER
MILITARIA

R. J. Wyatt

The equipment, uniforms, badges and insignia of British
Volunteer Units up to 1908. illus. Limp £1.95

BRITISH CUT AND THRUST
WEAPONS

John Wilkinson-Latham.

An illustrated guide for collectors. Ump £1.95

THE HISTORY OF THE NAZI PARTY
Dietrich Oriow

This definitive study of the NSDAP draws on unpublished
German archival material.

VOLI 1919to1933.

VOLM 1933to1945.

BUY DIRECT FROM

Originally published at £5.50
Cheap edition now £2.75

Originally published at £6,50
Cheap edition now £2.75

MIIMOEN

9 MARKET PLACE

MILDENHALL, WEST SUFFOLK
Tel: Mlldenhall 714115



SKYTREX LTD
T

39 ASHBY ROAD

LOUGHBOROUGH

LEICESTERSHIRE

OUR XMAS SPECIAL PACK OFFER STARTS HERE

ALL PACKS WILL SAVE YOU MONEY ON OUR NORMAL

RETAIL PRICES. LARGER ARMIES AT SMALLER PRICES!

elephone Orders & Enquiries
Nottingham 43457

or Loughborough 213789

HUNDREDS DF TANKS, PLANES,
SHIPS, RULESAND ACCESSDRIES

ON OUR COMPLETE LISTS

1/300 THEATRE OF WAR

ALLIED

ARMOUR

DESERT EAST FRONT WEST FRONT

114 Grant 4 Crusader
4 Matilda 2 Vickers

ii|4 KVI 4 T34/76
~ 4 134/85 2 T26

II4 Churchiii 4 Sherman
4 Fireflies 2 Challenger

AXIS

ARMOUR

11 4 Pz III 4 Pz IV F1
4 Pz II 2 Pz 1

5J4 Pz IV F2 4 Pz IV H
4 Tiger 1 2 Nashorn

1^4 Panther 4 Pz IV F2
4 Jg Pz IV 2 Hetzer

ALLIED

ANTI-TANK UNIT

U 4 X 25 pdr 4 Quad
4x6 pdr 4 Austin 30 cwt

ii 4 M39 AT 4 Gaz 4 X 6
4 M43 AT 4 Gaz 4 X 4

^4 Archer 4x17 pdr AT
4 Pioneer 4 White S/C

AXIS

ANTI-TANK UNIT

1°! 4 Pak 38 AT 4 Sd 251
4 Pak 40 AT, 4 Sd 7

Hi 4 Wlarder 76-2(R)2 Pzl Pak 4-7
4 X 88 mm AT 4 Sdkfz 7

Hi4 X 88 mm AT 4 Sdkfz 7
4 Sd 234/4 4 Jg Panther

ITALIAN

ARMOUR

m 6 Ml 3/40 4 Sermovente
4 Autobiinda A/C

HJ ALLIED COMMAND PACK
2 Dorchester A.C.V.

2 AEC A.C.V.

3 Bedford OL

2 Number Staff Cars

2 Daimler Staff Cars
2 Radio Trucks

3 Jeeps

15| AXIS COMMAND PACK
2 Sdkfz 250

1 Sdkfz 251/7

2 Sdkfz 251/1

2 Steyr Field Cars
2 Kubelwagon
2 Mercedes Staff Cars
1 Radio Truck

3 Opel Blitz Trucks

TANK PACKS £1 each
plus 5p postage

Nos. 1 - 21

YOU SAVE MONEY ON ALL THESE PACKS

IDEAL XMAS PRESENTS AS WELL

FIREPOWER

PACK

MODERN BRITISH

2®| 4 Rapier AA Launcher
4 Striker AT

4 F\/432 with 81 mm Mortar

2 FV432 with Rarden Cannon

MODERN RUSSIAN

_J 2 25U 57 AA
4 BTR 40 with Swatter AT

2 SAM 6 AA

2 SAM 9 AA

2 25U 234/4 AA

2 BM.21 Rocket Launchers

MODERN AMERICAN

25J2 M113 with Recoiiless Rifies
2 Lance Missile Launchers

2 Ml 09

2 M110

2 Flawk /\A Missiles

2 M107

2 M577 Command Vehicle

LOGISTIC

SUPPORT PACK

1 Centurion ARV
1 Bridgelayer
4 Stalwart
4 Bedford 4-ton Trucks

2 1-ton Land Rover

2 Vz-ton Land Rover

^2 BTR 50
2 T55 ARV

6 Ural 4V2-ton Trucks
2 Refueling Trucks
2 UAZ Jeeps

^4 M548 Tracked Cargo
4 M561 Gama Goat Cargo
4 M36 2y2-ton Trucks
2 M49 Fuel Trucks

NAVAL SPECIAL OFFER PACKS (please add top postage on each Naval Pack)

WW1 Starter Pack

£2 (save 50p)

WW2 Add Packs

£1.50 (save 50p)

WW2 Starter Pack

£1.50 (save 50p)

SKYTREX WW1 NAVAL RULES, PAIR PERCENTAGE DICE
VON DER TANN, SEYDLITZ, DERFLINGER, LION, INDEFATIGABLE, INVINCIBLE

2 Emden

2 Augsberg
2 Breslau

2 Roon

1 Weisbaden

1 Blucher

1^ 2 Cressy
2 Arethusa

2 Monmouth

2 Argyle
2 Achilles

DAVCO WW2 RULES, PAIR PERCENTAGE DICE
HOOD, PRINCE OF WALES, BISMARCK, PRINZ EUGEN

WW2
BATTLE

PACKS

(save 50p)

EJ
BARENTS SEA £2.50

Lutzovy Jamaica

Hipper Sheffield
4 Narvik DO 4 Tribal Class DO

6 Merchant Ships

FJ
Guadalcanal £2.50

South Dakota Kirishima
Washington Takao
4 U.S. Atago
Destroyers Nagara
6 Japanese DD Sendia

Gl
Midway 1 £2.50

Hyru 2 Tone
Soryu 2 Mogami
Kaga 4 Fubuki
AkagI Class DD
4 Kagero Class DO

HJ
Midway 2 £2.50

Yorktown 2 Northampton
Hornet Portland

Enterprise 2 Astoria
8 Destroyers

SPECIAL OFFER PACKS AVAILABLE MAIL ORDER ONLY - Offer closes 20th December 1977



MEN ilNI) M AOIINES
AT WAll

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE 4 A wargamers' guide to the
rfediterranean Campaigns 1942-1945 by Donald F.Featherstone,
covering armoured warfare in Tunisia, Sicily, Italy and southern
France. Packed with data and ideas for wargames scenarios.
Publication November 4. £3.95 net (£4.27 by post).

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGNS IN MINIATURE A wargamers' guide to the
Napoleonic Wars 1796-1815 by Bruce Quarrie. All you need to
know about recruiting, organising, supplying and fighting with
a Napoleonic army. Includes sections on sieges, tactics, etc,
plus a revised set of playing rules with many more national
characteristic tables. Publication October 17. £4.95 net

£5.27 by post).

ARMIES OF 1812 Volume 1: The French army including foreign
regiments in French service and the Confederation of the Rhine
by Otto von Pivka. Packed with dozens of full colour and black
and white illustrations of uniforms and flags plus campaign
scenes, full uniform details. Orders of Battle and sections on
logistics, casualties and battles. A real 'must'. Publication
October 31. £7.95 net (£8.27 by post).

WORLD WAR 2 COMBAT UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA by Martin Windrow
with colour illustrations by Gerry Embleton. Covers the
uniforms and insignia of America, Britain, Germany, Italy,
Japan and Russia. Just published. £4.50 net hardback(£4.86
by post or £2.95 net softbound (£3.31 by post).

LEE & GRANT NO 2 in a series of Classic AFVs, their history and
how to model them by Ken Jones and Peter Chamberlain. All you
want to know about these famous tanks plus many modelling
ideas. Just published. £2.95 net (£3.31 by post).

Patrick Stephens Limited
Bar Hill, Cambridge, CBS 8EL, Tel Crafts Hi!! 80010

m
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The Collectors' range of Military figures
By CHAS. C. STADDEN

"BUCKINGHAM PEWTER" FIGURES

Cast in the'finest English Pewter £10.20 each

Both prices including VAT and UK/BFPO P&P

THE COLLECTORS RANGE OF MILITARY FIGURES by CHAS. C. STADDEN is amongst the finest
available. They are cast in the FINEST GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER from masters hand carved
by CHARLES STADDEN in the highest traditions of craftsmanship. Not only can they be
regarded as superb display and presentation pieces because of their remarkable detail, but as
they are cast in the FINEST GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER they will also have a value which will
last and appreciate over the years. All figures are in 80mm scale.

New Figures are marked '

1 Grenadier Guard 1 735
2. Scots Guard 1628
3. Parachute Regiment 1974
4 Coldstream Guard 181 5
5 Grenadier. La Guarde Imperiale 1809
6. Hussar' La Guarde Imperiale 1810
7, American Continental Line in Winter Dress

1776

8 Grenadier of the Coldstream Guards 1776
9 Officer. Queens Regiment 1680

10. Queens Regiment, Internal Security Dress
1974

12 Private. 3rd New Jersey Regt (Jersey Blue)
1777

*13 Pipe Major, 2nd Btn Scots Guards 1937
'14 Sgt 31st Regt Footguard (east Surrey) 1840
'15 Grenadier Guard 1 829
*16 Chasseur, La Guarde Imperiale 1809
'17 British Infantry Private 1775

*18 Drummer 57th Regt of foot (West Middx)
*19 NCO Life Guards Mounted review order (Dismounted)
*20. Drummer Royal Marines 1976
*21. Commando Royal Marines 1976
*22. Duke of York and Albany's Maritime Regt. of foot 1664

•TRADE ENQUIRIES—Always welcome *U.K. DELIVERY—PLEASE ALLOW 2/3 WEEKS ENQUIRIES—Please send sae

TO HAMILTON MARRIOTT I enclose my cheque/
8 HALE LANE. P.O. for the following
LONDON NW7 3NX. fiaures:—

I ADDRESS

TOTAL COST

FOR DELIVERY OUTSIDE UK/BFPO ADD 75p per FIGURE
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EDITORIAL

praises of their recently discovered Fantasy and Science Fiction wargaming that we begin to wonder
just how thin on the ground are those of us who still fight with orthodox miniatures in the true
practical military periodsof history.

I have words of cheer for you - all is not lost as indicated by little rays of sunshine which
tend to peep from behind the clouds which threaten to overwhelm us. One such beam recently emanated
from an area generally thought by we Southerners to be a rather bedraggled and rain-soaked part of
the country brought regularly into prominence by the activities of its two football teams and the
fact that we beat the Australians in a Test Match at Old Trafford. I am referring to Manchester and-
the general Northern area whose combined clubs form the Northern Association of Wargamers. I had
not heard much of them of late (not having been invited to the last Manchester Convention as I was
in the previous year) nor had I received any copies of their monthly magazine NORSEMAN. Then, on a
dull morning masquerading as a typical English summer's day, I received a batch of no less than
SEVEN copies of this magazine which aroused an inclination to run out into the garden and send up
smoke signals thanking Pete Morrison for subtly telling me that all was forgiven. Now, in the past
I have had my share of digs at the Norseman, moaned about its (to my eye) plethora of articles that
were not completely appropriate for such a magazine, recriminated about its book and figure reviews
and generally acted like a crabby middle-aged man. I take it all back because, l.afing through these
seven journals has done much to convince me that, at base, the wargames world is still alive and
kicking, that there are still enthusiasts who are giving thought, time and stimulus to making the
hobby what we would all like it to be. I suppose the Northern Association of Wargamers is relatively
unique because I know of no comparable Southern group and, although complaints are nt' i here and
there that the Norseman is written by the same old people, that is the backbone of all .societies and
their journals because, if there were not the few enthusiasts for the rest to follow, then nothing
would be done at all. I greatly enjoyed reading the enthusiastic, humorous and sometimes unpolished
writing in these magazines and came to the end of them with the conviction that as long as there are
groups like this then our sort of wargaming with miniatures will prevail - regardless of Fa'stasy, SF
or board wargames1
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NOTES FROM A 1792 WAR DIARY - THE BATTLE FOR LIEGE

Terry Wise

Three years ago I found myself stranded in a rural area without regular wargeuning opponents and
was compelled to revert to the solo wargaming of 'the good old days I' At that time I had only heen
playing Napoleonic geunes for about a year (for some perverted reason I always avoid the popular) so
I decided to continue with Napoleonics but at a campaign level. To make it worthwhile, I also
decided I would re-fight the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars of 1792-1815!

The next two years were devoted entirely to establishing new strategic and tactical rules to
cope with the solo situation, painting extra armies (l had only played Peninsula games before) and
researching 1792. The Low Countries campaign of 1792 was re-fought last winter, with postal help
from Stuart Asquith (Austria) and Johnny Johnson (Prussia). Briefly the situation was as follows:-

January; 150,000 emigres gather on the Austrian Netherlands border with France to support the
monarchy. February; Austria and Piedmont concentrate forces on the French borders. April 20th:
France declares war on Austria. 27th: French Armies of the North and Centre invade the Austrian
Netherlands, the former to take Ghent and Brussels, the latter to take Liege and protect the right
flank of the Army of the North. The Austrian main forces were held well back from the frontier, along
the Liege-Brussels-Ghent line, with excellent lateral communications. The main force was at Brussels,
where -the main French thrust was expected.

Initial table games consisted of skirmishes between light forces, the French probing for the
Austrian main forces; the Austrians seeking the main thrust of the invaders. The emigres screening
Liege were defeated at Kortrijk on the 29th and the French discovered there were only minor forces
around Ghent. On the other flank the Austrian cavalry screen was 100^ effective.

The French advance on Liege, from Longwy and Sedan, was also less well co-ordinated and the
advanced guard (under Kellerman) of the Army of the Centre arrived before Liege in the evening of
May 1st with the rest of the army three days to the rear. Kellerman deployed on the 2nd but waited
for reinforcements, and the Austrian commander. General Laudon (classified as a poor commander) had
a bad dice throw and failed to seize the initiative and attack the weaker French forces. However, he
did sent to Brussels for instructions.

Orders from Brussels to assume the offensive arrived after dark on the 2nd. Meanwhile, during
the 1st, the main French forces in the centre, advancing through Mons and Charleroi, fought a minor
action with Austrian light troops at a place called Waterloo and were somewhat delayed. During the
2nd, on the left flank, the emigre defenders of Ghent were defeated in battle, the survivors shut up
in the city, and the road to Brussels cut by French cavalry. The emigres refused an offer to
surrender, probably fearing reprisals from their fellow countrymen.

At dawn on the 3rd, General Laudon advanced his forces to engage the French and the battle for
Liege began. Laudon had: - 1 3pdr battery; 1 battalion jagers; 1 battalion grenadiers; 2 battalions
Line infantry; 1 squadron hussars. Kellerman had:- 1 Bpdr battery; 1st Foreign Regt. (23 figures);
9th Ligne (34 figures, including 5 grenadiers and 5 voltigeurs); 1 squadron chasseurs a cheval.
(Austrian battalions have 23 figures).

Laudon knew more French forces were approaching from the direction of Bastogne, but they were
some 30 hours marching away. His orders were to attempt to destroy, or at least repel, the French
forces by a right hook, pivoting on the Jagers by the river. Kellerman's orders were to advance in
line, attempting to secure the right flank on the river; hold the Austrians as long as possible, but
if threatened by defeat to retire on Rochefort.

The battle began therefore with the French advancing, but the Austrians also advanced and in
view of the enemy's Superior numbers, the French were forced to halt short of their objective. Be
cause of their cramped position by the river, the Austrian jagers failed to be as effective as they
might have been, though they did inflict casualties on the 1st Foreign Regt. and the French battery.
The remainder of the Austrian line halted at long range and opened fire to cover the advance of the
grenadier battalion. The 58th then directed its fire against the 1st Foreign Regt., assisted by the
jagers, while the 54th and grenadiers advanced and deployed side by side to engage the 9th Ligne at
medium range. The French soon began to suffer disproportionate casualties.

The Austrian hussars then attempted to hit the French deft flank but were checked by the French
cavalry. In a most unfortunate little action, the French cavalry was utterly shattered and driven
off and, after rallying, the triumphant hussars tried to charge the flank of the 9th Ligne. However,
the grenadier and voltigeur companies had already been placed here on this, the exposed flank, and
the hussars were driven off.

Under cover of this fighting the Austrian 3pdr had been advanced and the French infantry, with
out cavalry support, was now not only in danger of losing heavily to superior numbers in the fire-
fight at medium range, and in danger of being outflanked, but was also to be raked with canister.
(The advance of the Austrian infantry had prevented the heavier French gun from engaging in counter-
battery fire). To stay might result in very heavy losses and perhaps the loss of the artillery.
Kellerman therefore began a fighting withdrawal, which turned out to be the best part of the battle
for the French, for the over-eager Austrians, pressing forward in pursuit, suffered heavy casualties
as they repeatedly tried to get into close range. The forces finally disengaged after three hours
of figh'ting. the French abandoning their wounded.

^Losses were:- French - 1 gunner, 2 cavalry, 16 infantry. Austrians - 1 cavalry, 2 grenadiers,
4 jagers, 4 Line, total of 10 infantry. Kellerman had suffered a bloody nose (his percentage of
losses being much greater than Laudon's) but Laudon had achieved nothing concrete for his losses and



and the main French army was now only one
day away.

*It should he remembered these are
'campaign casualties' and therefore
represent only 50^ of those 'killed'
in the battle. Under my rules i the
field casualties (slightly wounded and
stragglers) are returned to their units
immediately; ̂  are dead; 7 seriously
wounded. The latter are considered last
as prisoners for the loser of a battle;
returned to garrison depots for the
victor, to be "reissued" as recruits.
Therefore, though Kellerman and Laudon
both lost 50^ of their battlefield
casualties, the Austrians would get half
of these back as recruits in their main

depots. This has no significancebefore
Liege, but in a long campaign such new
recruits can release for front line

duties those battalions assigned to rear
areas.
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KITTING OUT THE FAMILY

1Q77 t^r,+ Airfix company, I regularly receive their Newsletter and that for August1977 contained a feature which might well be of interest to wargamers and model makers. In the
accompanied by photographs in colour which unfortunately cannot be reproduced by the-

process used in turning out this journal. From hereon I quote.

models will be rolling from the presses at Wandsworth this year as Airfix Products
continues to increase its dominance of the construction kit market. The Airfix design team is always

®  ground and this year is no exception. A completely new range of kits in l*48th
sunerkits P?na long-standing 1:72nd scale kits and the l:Lth scllTsuperkits. Producing a kit usually takes between 18 months to two years from concept to mass-produc-
than'9 monthrtn^Ti^na large-scale version of the Golden Hind, which has taken lesstnan 9 months to produce so as to meet an urgent order from Germany.

narts^of^the kit® complicated technical drawings had to be produced covering all 114
^  programme. The first step is the vital one of research. The dimensions of the Golden Hind are shrouded in mystery. Everything was kept secret before

Sir Francis Drake's epic voyage round the world and after the retLn the Lip Ls allowL to rJt aLj!

■fioa intensive research into various archives before they were satis-
LafiQ t sufficient information to produce an authentic model. From the drawings, woodenmoSds a?f^Lt! accuracy and from these,
the fine rt ptaif«^nl a complieated pantograph or die-sinking machine which transfersthlcLeL Lrt a a machine operates in three dimensions which gives metal
the k?t and also reduces parts to the correct scale. This applies to every single part ofcbLkiL time-consuming process. Finally, after a great deal of checking and doublechecking for accuracy, the metal pieces are fitted into the tool, ready for moulding.

^^^"gfi^^^e^^^ecome very deeply involved in the process right through from creation to pro-
caL of the LldL^'n^'L eeT """f® ll-man design team occupied on a project. In theLip." Hind, section leader Peter Allen took charge and "got to know every plank of the

Accuracy to the finest detail is the key to the success of Airfix kits. A vintaee car model kit
was once put on the market with an equal number of spokes on ail the wheels. Letters of complaint soon

~  L one more spoke on the back wheels than on the front. "We changed themould, says Jack Armitage, Product Manager at Wandsworth. "We had to for the sake of our reputation."
Changing moulds today would be a very expensive job. The superb 12th scale B«ntley introduced afew years ago has 276 parts and cost £80,000 in design and toolingj The mould for the first Airfix

kit, a model Ferguson tractor, cost a mere £1,000."

accompany the article are very interesting and show design draughtsmen com-
LL'' r®®in ®yy ^"h wooden pattens of a Golden Hind kit; setting a pIntograL toLrLLer

and finallv tLLiLt metal; the machine operates automatically 24 hours a day;
T  /I ® Golden Hind being examined for accuracy by Product Manaeer

tLL tw Chief Draughtsman. So when you have a little moan about the delays that occur'be-tween the appearance of some new Airfix wargames figures or a long-awaited kit such as the recent
Bofors gun, now you know the reason why' recent



THE LONGSHIPS - A VIKING SAGA
rHicklift

k/in\Er^o«i.

. LudViotm

David Balfour >-otl&rHe3h^M<>rW\\
I am a teacher at Statham School, and also an enthusi- ^ \\

astic wargamer. During a chat with Derek Farman, head of ^cu^Sfer
Soclal Studies at the school, we decided to try a wargame Soulh VcSancxm
campaign with a group of first year pupils. We wanted a
period which would relate directly to the children's know
ledge, and I suggested a Viking campaign hased on the coast /7 , ̂  Af
of East Norfolk as It was In the ninth century. Villages ^ tfhe.
which were assumed to exist were those whose names were not
of direct Norse origin.

The rules were hased on campaign details from your hook "Wargame Campaigns" and my Medieval rules.
The campaign was fought over two afternoons, and was a great success. Everyone Involved gained a
useful Insight Into Viking raids of this period. Here Is an account of what transpired -

THE LONGSHIPS: A campaign fought hy a group of eleven-year-old children to Investigate how a
Viking raid on the coast of Norfolk might have taken place In the 9th century A.D. The group was
supervised hy Derek Farman and David Balfour.

Rules: Based on the hook "Wargame Campaigns" hy D.F.Featherstone.

Vvfet

Thome

- ^rcuc^Pa/4^ ̂  ceurf^^A
Oria/o

THE CAMPAIGN:

Four Viking captains set off for England, each one having a different map of the area they intend
to raid. Of the four, only three managed to reach the Norfolk coast - the ship commanded hy Leif, the
overall leader, was lost with all hands.

Of tae other three, Magnus lands first, at Wlnterton. The villagers fight, hut are forced to
flee, leaving their village In Viking hands. Magnus obtains Information ahout the position of Martham,
Calster and Thurne.

The Saxons learn of the Viking raid when they see the fires of Wlnterton, and also from survivors
of the raid, who reach Calster.

Ragnar and Snorrl, the other Viking captains, meet off the coast and raid Hlckling. The Saxons
offer no resistance, and they are massacred. After capture of the village, Ragnar and Snorri
and Ragnar wins. He offers Snorrl mercy In return for all the loot, and Snorri accepts this. They
decide to sail, on the following day, to St. Benets Ahhey. At the same time, Magnus marches overland,
and attacks Martham, which surrenders. Magnus puts the entire village to the sword, and returns o
the hoat with his loot.

Ragnar and Snorrl attack St. Benets Ahhey at midday, and after a vicious hattle capture it, with
the loss of 15 men. This Is partly caused hy the arrival of a small relief force sent from Thurne,
who are also defeated. Because of this loss, Snorrl and Ragnar decide to separate, and attack Upton
and Ack. After looting these two villages, the captains decide to call It a day and sail home after a
campaign lasting a week.

Magnus decides to attack Thurne, and, sailing round the coast, just misses seeing Ragnar and
Snorrl. The men of Thurne, apart from aiding the monks of St. Benets Ahhey, have sent a call for Rslp
to Calster on the previous day. After negotiations, and recces along the coast, Calster agree to send
30 men to Thurne's aid.

Magnus lands at Thurne at Dawn, and charges up the heach with his 31 men. The 65 men of Thurne,
demoralised hy their defeat at St. Benets and the non-arrival of help from Calster run into the forest.

At noon, Magnus Is transferring the spoils of war Into his hoat. The men of Thurne have seen the
relief force from Calster, and have held a council of war In the forest. They decide on a novel form
of attack. The men of Thurne charge down from the forest, hack Into their village, whilst the Caister
men sail round and try to ram the Viking's longshlp.

The Vikings are surprised hy the ferocity of the attack, and, having sampled the local ale during
the morning, are not In the hest condition for fighting. Magnus sees the approach of the Caister hoat,
and orders his men Into his ship. He tries to get It afloat. The Caister hoat smashes into the stern,
removing the steering oar, hut Its momentum carries It past the longship. Five Vikings are drowned at
this stage, and, as the Viking hoat drifts Into the channel, 3 Vikings are stranded on the shore. The
Saxons show no mercy. Meanwhile, the remaining Vikings have fitted a temporary steering oar, and are
nulling out of the channel towards the open sea. The Calster men turn their hoat round and give half
hearted chase, hut, deciding that they have chased the Vikings off, sail hack to Thurne and a tremen
dous welcome from the village men, leaving Magnus to make good his escape.
ANSWERS TO QUIZ OF THE MONTH on Page

1. (a) The Life Guards - George Monk, Duke of Alhermarle.
2. In 132A hy King Edward III - Into small bodies each commanded hy a constable.
3. The.civilian person (man or woman) who provided the food and forage for 17th century armies.
A. The Royal Engineers Balloon Corps disembarked at Suakln for service In the Egyptian Campaign on

March 7, 1885.

5. a) 1 August 1759 h) 10 September 15A7 c) 13 July l6A3 d) 22 April 1809.



A FCT SUGGESTIONS FOR SOLO SKIRMISH GAMING

Mark J. Hone

whlle''geLr3^"exfelleAt' Skirmish" rules, so often mentioned In these pages,1 e generally excellent, did not quite meet my requirements. We soloists (a stranee hreedl nr-P in

In 1 mechanics of the original rules which I was slightly unhappy with,.et, whose rules however prSvlSerL^lth'.lHy'hoSrrol ^SjoJileSf i'o SJjLrSraar '

rules)\s^^thpr.fh'^^^'^H'a fundamental change. Each game-move (called -Phase' In the 'Gun-fight'

numherriPss^th«n®fir°^'^®'^ skirmish a set of counters or small cards Is prepared. When a force
marter-O'! ' counters are necessary, hearing the numbers 1-6. The seventh Is

When 5-10 men comprise a force, lA counters, two for each number 1-6 and two marked '0' are used.

a gun°"Simb^rLir®e?or'ffrr" r" following - fire, aim, move, make an action (draw
A+ tvip wi ° ^ i' . fire-and-move, react, be involved In melee or be Indisposed due to a wound
aocidoh h^ '

Tit - --""."e'L-"

(5fr:n!i;"i€3 wm

sri£33E3hrL3T-"r3-3h"'""docisioh!' (r?;:r"i.'S„:Sf:rihrh'sfS: s(Sr:a?sry:rfo„^r;i (LTSSsroi'sftS;!.""-
down !3nn™w^ you Issue a counter to the personal figure Is a matter of choice. Personally I writenumber 1-6 for my figure before distributing the counters for the other figures.

proc."Te?"wd'';o(°tJf„~r.i:5""' •" "P >»" *»• ■
2) MOVEMENT: This Is changed slightly to suit the segment system.
Man on foot. Run (maximum) - 6 yards per game-move.

Walk " _ 3 " n M It
Crawl " - ii " " II II

yard Ind\'"man'ciawMnJ fyard!®"""'' ^ ^ ^ i

partlSlarTg^en??! hSvId!' ̂  movement In that
When starting to move a specific destination should be nominated. After startlns to thovp p

figure will continue to move towards this destination each segment until he reaches It reeardlessof the numbers on counters he receives In subsequent game-movL (unless iris af^O' Jf course)!
EXAMPLE - Bert, who Is behind a wall, decides to move to a barrel 6 vards awav Tu u-ic ■fiT-p+move he receives a counter marked 'A'. In segment A of the move he duly Lves off (Note^ In the

segment he leaves or arrives at cover, Bert counts as an appearing/disappearing target) He thenmoves 1 yard In each of segments A-6. At the end of the move hrirrya^dfawlv fro^the b!rrp! An
b!rrPi^^ n w" """I® continue to move 1 yard In each of segments 1-3 until he reaches thedlsreg;ra"al;? SSJSr'liu.Ser'Sr?';.?','!" "" i""""---- ol. dear. Ha
..ly (LliiJIFiy c'SaMaS'.ijSf.S?."™' ot a«g.a„.a, .„d are
than «ch^'.„™'L'L";"»:?igLS"(„?S'"'to"ss"ir,rwrL''s

tiTl ITTXTTl II TitTlTT"
riiTti-Ppi The use of the segments does go some way to eliminating simultaneous fire but where

CONTINUED ON PAGE



.!GUARD" UNITS AND THE COMPOSITION OF WARGAME ARMIES

Philip J.Haythornthwaite

Speaking with a leading manufacturer of wargames figures some
time ago, I was Interested to hear that the figure of which he had
sold the most was his French Imperial Guard grenadier. This tended
to reinforce a thought I have had for some time - namely, that most
wargame armies (not necessarily restricted to the Napoleonic Wars,
ahout which this article Is concerned) have too large a preponderance
of'"guard" units for any semblance of historical reality. (1 realise
that, perhaps rightly, many wargamers prefer the enjoyment of the
game to rigid historicity, hut those who attempt the latter may find
the following of Interest).

It Is, of course, appealing to find large numbers of "elite"
units with colourful uniforms, high reputation and superior melee and tbev
morale factors. Indeed, "guard" units frequently turn the outcome of a game as, in history, they
turned the outcome of many a battle. Some wargamers overcome the problem of possi^e discrepancy
between armies composed of "line" units v. those with a high proportion of elites by allocating a
points value to each type of troops, so that the player may choose a small army of guard units or a
larger one of line regiments, or a balance between the two. In actual fact, however, the proportion
of guard units usually available to a Napoleonic general was very small, so small that on occasion
guard units were artificially created but the assembly In composite battalions of the grenadier or
light companies of an army's line battalions.

Guard units were usually massed Into one division (or brigade, or Corps, depending upon the size
of the whole army), thus acting as a concentrated reserve for moments of crisis. But presuming theaverage wargame a^y to represent an entire army, no\ be of'nirtrorcorps of s^LIaTLrt^oors: some Idea of the actual preponderance of guard units may be of use to
thoee contemplating the assembly of a representative Napoleonic army.

Obviously there was a marked difference In quality between certain armies; for example, a "guard"
unit in one might historically be on the same level of efficiency as a line unit in another but here-unlt In one might historically be on the same levei oi eiiiciency as a
in lies a need, perhaps for a total re-assessment of morale values, etc., embracing all Napoleonic
armies In various years, a task which would probably re-open the arguments on the existence of
"national characteristics" and would probably have little net value to the actual mechanics of war
gaSir For the calculations ̂ .elow, therefore, I have classed as ^Guard- uni^
"national characteristics" and would probably have little net value to tne aciuai mecnanxus ux «ax
gaming. For the calculations below, therefore, I have classed as *Guard" units those which were re-
larded at the time as having a defined "elite" status, though I have qualified this where necessary.

Any wargamer possessing an army's full "order of battle" can make his own calculations so those
below are merely a random selection of dlfferently-slzed armies. Firstly, Napoleon s
of 1812 Is tabulated according to the number of battalions present at the outset, not includi g
Austrian Corps:

of Infantry Bns. No. of Lg. Infantry Bns. No. of Guard Bns.

Guard 9

1st 60
2nd ^1
3rd 38
4th 39

5th 33
6th 22

7th 11
8th 13

9th 38
10th 33

11th 87

This gives a total of 424 line
and "light", of course, was often a
these figures. Guard units can be s
Guard Corps was present; with this

The Allied army at Austerlltz
Russian grx^nadler battalions to be
of guard units; deducting the Russl
could conceivably be termed "elite"

battalions, 72 light and 51 guards; the distinction between "line"
matter more of "esprit de corps" than tactical employment. From

een to represent approximately 9.3^ of the whole, this when the
deducted. Guard units represent only

comprised 82 line battalions, 13 light and 19 guard (presuming the
"elite", not necessarily true at this time). This represents lo.bSfc
an Imperial Guard "Reserve" we find that only S.6% of the remainder

and that a somewhat generous figure.

Both the above statistics concern actions In which a : sovereign's bodyguard corps were present.
In the majority of Napoleonic battles, the presence of elite units was even scarcer. For example,
Busaco- the Anglo-Portuguese army comprised 69 line battalions, 2 guard, one militia, five lig
battalions plus detached light companies approximating two further battalions. Calculated upon the
nimber orbattLlons, the cLposltLn was 87.3^ line,. 8.9^ light, 2.55^ elite and 1.3^ militia. The
French forces In the same action comprised 41 line and 20 light battalions, giving a percentage brea
down of 67. line and 32.8^ light, and no elite units at all. Calculating percentages by battalion,
oHourse is not always toLlly correct—ue to the fact that guard units were frequently numerically
stronaer than those of the line. In cases (like Busaco) when the presence of guard units was minimal,
percentages calculated from numbers of men are remarkably similar to those from the number of battal-
ions, Anglo—Portuguese: ^1,386 line (8^^). 1,631 guard (3-3^), 5>731 light (11,6^), 580 militia \1,1^

CONTINUED ON PAGE



LETTERS
"I am enclosing a short article which may he of use for a future edition of the Newsletter,

heing a sort of wargaming "spin-off" from some very complex calculations I am currently engaged upon.
Hopefully it will fall into the genuine "wargame-article" class rather than the simple historical-
article class as mentioned in recent "Newsletters". Personally I think your policy of publishing
only those articles with a direct hearing on wargaming is absolutely correct as the Newsletter, after
all, is principally a magazine for wargamers and there are many other sources for historical articles
of general interest.

I have not (and will not) enter the current and somewhat acrimonious arguments concerning
Science/Fantasy "wargaming", partly because you have already expressed my views exactly. Personally
I hope the Newsletter does not become involved with dungeons, dragons, hobbits and Lord knows what
else as Fantasy gaming seems to have enough publicity elsewhere - one might even say it already has
too much.

The article in Newsletter 186 defining a "dungeon", for all its unusual style, I found somewhat
perplexing. "....a treasure hunt for objects....which in fact do not exist". It may indeed be more
interesting that reading a book, but I suppose that depends upon the book. If the books in question
are some of the fantasy "pulp" which has appeared recently I can think of several hundred activities
which would prove more interesting!

I do not think you need defend the "homely" style of the Newsletter as mentioned in the Editorial
fc of 186. Its consistent quality defends itself!"

Philip Haythornthwaite of Nelson.

ooOoo

"One more letter in defence of Middle Earth Wargaming as John Cook said in September's Wargamer's
Newsletter, he has had more than one attack at Middle Earth Wargaming and so I need to defend it again.

I went to a Wargame Convention in Durham last year where there was a Middle Earth Wargame. This
was very popular with crowds around it at all times. It was different, a spectacle which caught the
eye. Middle Earth Wargaming serves as an initial opening into the hobby. Many have joined our Club
on the strength of Middle Earth Wargaming and can be "weaned off" into other types of wargames. Middle
Earth Wargaming therefore is good for wargaming as it helps to increase our numbers. At this stage,
let's face it, we are still a minority, granted, a growing minority, who need as much support as we can
get. After all, he that fights in the name of wargames, any types, cannot then turn against them.

John also says that there is now a magazine for Middle Earth Wargames and hopes to ban us from the
Newsletter. May I remind him of "Slingshot" ' for Ancient wargamers; "Savage and Soldier" for i
Cbionlal ' wargamers and many more for almost every other period. Does he, therefore, want all
periods barred from the Newsletter? It would be in a sorry state if they were. By the way, "White
Dwarf" to which I take it John was referring, deals mainly with Dungeons and Dragons not with Middle
Earth Wargames.

I apologise to those not involved in the subject and promise not to write on the subject again -
unless "

P.Barnes, Chairman, Cromer and District Wargames Club.

ooOoo

"I have read Wargamer's Newsletter for some years, and took out a sub this year. I have always
enjoyed it but found September's really splendid. All items were up to standard, but the description
of wargames were of a very high order this month.

It made me feel ashamed to be a passive reader and - if resolution stiffens - I will try to send
such an article myself, (after the National Conference mind you!)"

David Kellett of Leeds.

ooOoo

"I agree with the last line of your Editorial - "I hold a slightly perplexed admirations and
respect for those who do!" You know it is a pleasure to sell all these "funnies" as I call them. The
people who do, know I think they are all daft and have a screw loose and we have a good joke about it.
So much better than the more usual dead pan face of our "normal" customers". But thats life!!!"

John Holt of Clyde Models, Glasgow.

ooOoo

"I seem to have upset the Chairman of the Cromer Club; while considering quotations he may recall
one about singeing someones beard! I wonder what his reaction is going to be to Mr.Lingham's letter
in the October issue of "Battle" magazine? Contrary to his deductions I have not "dabbled" in
"Dungeons and Dragons"; but have seen enough written about it lately to convince me that it is neither
wargaming nor an activity in which 1 wish to join. I know the "Lord of the Rings" very well; I have
the three voliunes first edition, bought as it was published. I have read it many times, as well as



several of the books written about it. My pers(^l^#e^l|g to use such great literature, or
a very good scientific fiction series like "Doc#n^^>e^ffl#;^eries, as wargame scenarxos xs to
cheapL them. What is the point of a Middle Eai^ in wKich the Ringhearer fails in his task.

T f^Wt^'VaW^eVWl^ dgo with some schoolboy friends;' using quite small armies,
ah-bld copy Of the Windsor Magazine, in which "Little Wars" was first

Dublis^^fi^^^l^ykh^ "ribw 1 borifihe" my gaming to' chess and Go, in the past I have tried many chess vari-
aSs S^'^Mt^raW and I thus tried Rice Burroughs'-iMartian" chess ,
"jM'ay''® • Btirroughs iii an appendix gave rules for playing "Jetan", but in play they proved ■, to have .flSf^%j mj kinb^this fs tL ■limitation of the fantasy game. Battles like .Helms^Deep are written ^To th; arthor.rSre-ordained result. You can, of course, fight battles -ith some f^^Jasy^figures
Hobbits, Elves, Ores, etc.. Just as you can fight galactic battles in board games. But
bcroir fisUtes the AragOrns , &ahdalfs ,^ the Gtey Lensttart ^'of'Doc'-SmithJ s series i cannot, be used with^bei?A^¥Ui^ ootentiai Ixcept ih' h mere replay of the? 'booki ^TO-dse another example .yob can' refight the
West' s m'os¥' ''iamous gun fight, 'the O.K.Corraiy'-'a3'"a' skirmish g and by good play ^ and luck, let ^^e ^^^an^on^ 4'iW but the Eaips . But; if'ybb'WIM'tb wargame'one Of''John Edson's "Floating Oaiiii westerns-u must give "Dusty Fog" and his companions so high a potential, to accord with Edson s hooks, that

iBuserw a? v ) ;> n i ori

be-^'tt with tfb ihe Wargames table,' with cardboard
bourtfklru^Bil^ 'witW plbces of !4lie; gbbsS^'tto-ard^'vOr the plalh,: '^ of the .Go to oardsnis astrugjfeWm^iigayhst '''' ' ' ■ -v . ; ' y? . y '

Primarilv the wargamer fights with an army hased on some historic period, with rules which try tos/muia^e M ■'^r as'bbasibf^^ the 'Si^ength arid'potential of fbrces 'tif tHat''pePlpd.e''If.!we are skilfulor Illy enoltl fe may revLsftL verdict of history. Whether orinfietLwetcMlPourselves Alexander,Napoleon or Lee does not really matter.. We are the Commanders, we know the potential of our forces and
we nlav within that potential. We hope tb~evoid"riflac!hrohisfis'sueh as G.A.Henty's once arming a shipot tifslcond C^usLrwi^h caAnon. iS all such games we have a basis of reality - real men once foughtin Se lllTes orflanLbal and of Montgomery, and-oflri'^mc'S try to reflect the methods of those men But
the sibeat BPibS ftf Milton and ToLkien are written as literature. .They are works of imagination and^%®T«Sra3if;^B^taWni9.rr: ' : oxsa aooD nfloo an gnimagiBW ili ja i s Ibb.iM ».j aoi!- • . • ; • " " '

5^"MM&b of bjan I oa has .qnimB'rsijW ofbbiM la Rba.iiii aito it . r . i • ;
With riT-flinarv waraaminE there is always the background of the boots of the marching men who foughtthl'4l'^^,#|ifl!|^^'lt1%ien«wi«¥^ lrib[of;rS'lirit.ery' sTopb that cbn^lead us' tolbalm"of""Bbth.ies and Burrows". Ail .

.ioMSS&v •-.t-'lo bsriBew" ')tJ x"«'. Lirf, .s'-b-.v ■ ; ' ' '
^Tdonff^think ,t®aMPTw|¥H i|l?®S^-gk®in®ttiS''r4ridirig:'bf thb'"Lord Of the Rings" as a war between

the fLiis oFIIw an#Gi|Q|: .A^pq allegbrical' purpose in_ his' story, ^yetit is'l^greaf "I?llS?y SaiBfAMt' ■but 'of Acton's famous' remark "All power tends
4Hjcftg5^pJyagg,^a^50|y;^grfP8]fgrgggjpg,Js^j^,bsplutgjly,,"'y.^ . . i - i
n.L. lol "-leibioa bna sssybS" Cambridge'.^ ^ . i'; i ' /

I la fnaw , siole'tsrfi .sri aaod .fionoq lanio ■ ■ < ' • • • . '. u-n ; Bfiio •
siiiiW" .yfi'-j .-rte'i yertJ 1 l nlijia /H^^oOop. ' li '.-rtBC

olbbiM d-liw ion biig3,.st:(I baa Brioesnijff iii t'rf yl ii i :.. ' ; . ' -. i ir..- '■ i

"I have recently discovered that the 'inert filler' of the sort that is
nhPiniraallv^activated + resins-mixes well with pa,int and dries hard with9Mving to he set in the plastic.S?s^1f^Sr?liMlri?^ufifM'fL^LMrllkb'^ ^ figures since 'it will' cover the hard 'Mnea left
by the knife when hits are cut away, fill the gaps when pieces of paper are added for ®°f ® ^and enable you to hruglfj en.§S^t.§a#n^,t)VfiaiUp^, baggy trousep, and so on. , yery useful, hut best covered
with a coat of varnish before trie final coat of paint.

May I finally add my support to your comments about "Middle Earth", "Dungeons and Dragons" and so
on skb4«fi»h%wriaf)peax«eslyia£itbc.,emt .issiupsiuof t W^pgameriyp, Neyylettpr?, Tb sort of, thipg ,paypl€^6y<lri'JlstS&oWriJrrohg(az^lBeqLfh:utB surely pP),ro,pni. phould he fpund.^for. i^ in ■ Wargam.er s^ , , ^ ^
Devotees of this mythological muddle should he free to..indulge ,in „tj»ear pursuits,, hi^t I. see no ^reasoi^
why valuable space should he wasted in a magazine for wargamers. Keep them out, 1 say.

pnos Oj Vli lliv.r 1 - Bns'!.'1 t 7 ■■ ac .j B [OBGI i .! -- J • , , , ■ , ' ,J i
R-.ttyClifford of! West Wickham, Kent,. . i ,i,i-Ts r,,; , i ,

ooOoo

"Recently "• have taken serious note of the.discussion concerning the confusion of the relative
positions, of "mlistic" wargaming and Fantasy games. Clearly this must he a personal view hut i
helieifcn% aredbViHnitnlsHieiiexslq-isfi ylirigrXe ts bforl 1" - ■ , , ■ , ■

Qd'V .merlJ Lfao I, 36 "asinm/i" sasffJ J Ie Ilsa oi ' ' ' ?■ ■ ' G " ' +
. Ji flliitfetlqiiilt cXamioli. awcBptevthafo tftpiter oaivxP-yq^r ,,he, a ispri.c^us, link .between the , .twq games . ^ You may note

that I 'dbl hebi lisiBt.'iihte .ttei-m .wargamingicin' icpbPbPtion, with Fantasy gameg since, whi,Le yhey may ipciude
fighting as a main element, to me wargaming needs to he based on the research of factual military
history. Even if the actual wars foughVfftrP, .mpt attempted hlow-hy-hlow re-creations of the battles and
wars which took place, the underlying theory nevertheless is factual.

Perhaps Fantasy gaming is a viable hohhy in itself, 1 do not know; although on looking at the way
iftl'HttBr spisead' iitT-a^Biara;- thatiafbxcouid. .bBl ,sq Ju ilf lit:. is viahle, as an . individual, hobby let it be so
siiS^riRjI ntfe'WtotWbuttd'giolvfe iThh^i'triaiTi iargunteitLoi ; jI t,., ' ■ . ■ -. i- • , .

ni "beiJdfib" ion 9Y,6xf I ano ttoiiboO :iirS o,' . ■ ; • , , ' , ' ' ' j' t ^ +
lediifTr^^ n'ri s'Stlfe'e ■y.'h ethtei "twot G<Jmpet;ing with,.each other for the same space in magazines and I do not
acc^W'ifti£{tli#W iStaiSaf'jegKfl. fithwllpflap(tereilts o«tfi fianbaaies uto , ipyad.e ; out Tesppctabie , hohljy gn the wqy they
ai e Aite;»eiflft^riheapeciitieinfdainableeiioif. GtHbeibwlae.,. :, Although .a wargamCj .jCheas hap , p piptipet fpllow-
ing audits o™ literature, so why dilute both wargaming and fantasies with each other in this destruct-
ively competitive manner.



I must admit that it reminds me of the gingham dog and the calico cat which eventually destroyed
each other through their squahhling.

It has taken men like Donald Featherstone and Jack Scruhy to name Just two, many years to put
wargaming where it is - i.e. as a viable hut unfortunately not impervious hohhy.

How can the figures of the two groups he fairly judged in painting competitions? As Pat Condray
states in "Wargamer's Newsletter" 180 - "All the prizes seem to he going to Tolkien dioramas." To me
if any Judge is to he fair in his/her assessment of the figures presented there must he some sort of
clear expectation of what the figures would have looked like in a realistic situation. How can a
Fantasy have this clear expectation since each man must make what he will of his own ideas on the
subject and this can vary enormously from one to another, whereas there are reliable and acceptable
sources of information on how the men would have appeared in most periods of wargaming, both on parade
and in the field. Therefore the painter and designer has a predetermined aim in mind - a target by
which the standards can be Judged. There can be no sensible comparison of these two groups of figures

As I have already stated chess can be considered at least as much of a wargame as Fantasy, as I
see it more so and it has its own literature so why should I and other wargamers have to _ pay good
money to be presented with what I can only consider as useless drivel. If the fantasies amongst us
want to fly their men on their dragons or whatever, let them but not in sound and interesting wargames
magazines. They should do as wargame pioneers had to and face up to the problems of organising and
running their own hobby rather than parasitically attaching themselves to and attempting to suck the
life blood out of real wargaming.

Maybe fantasies will become more popular than Napoleonics as P.Barnes claims in Wargamer's News
letter 182 (although 1 sincerely hope not) but they ought to do so on their own merits and not by
grabbing wargamer's hard earned reputation.

I also take very great exception to P.Barnes battle cry in issue 186 when he calls his clan to
stand up and fight for your rights and conquer the forces of evil that stand in your path. How often
have the initiators of wars mis-used that battle cry to Justify their own evil which was usually far
greater than the original so-called evil they wanted to destroy.

I do not wish to knock fantasy games as a hobby in themselves, only as wargames, but I must re
fute the claim that the two are related in any way or ever should be, especially in the light of the
latest and most ridiculous fantasy dream-come-true (or should I say nightmare). I refer to tne newest
addition to the fantasy game world - "Bunnies and Burrows". Here I must agree with R.L.Lingham's
letter to "Battle"- October 1977 in which he proclaims his horror and suggests that these few people
are bringing the game into disrepute and very clearly making wargaming appear to be an infantile occu
pation simply by their persistent association with it.

Personally I am quite satisfied with Napoleonics and World War Two wargaming to either need or
wish to delve into the dark realms of these other games, which under no circumstances should attempt to
usurp the term "wargame" even if the more realistic amongst us have no legal copyright of the word.
The fact remains that this is a moral injustice. Incidentally a recent survey of wargamers by "Battle"
magazine suggests that Napoleonic wargaming is still the most popular with nearly one-third of those
who replied favouring it. Fortunately for wargamers it appears that individually Napoleonics, Ancients
and World War Two are between four and two times more popular than this young upstart game. Taken to
gether these three are nearly ten times more popular.

I am sure that one major reason for the current spread of fantasy games is the backing received
from figure manufacturers and the way they sodeteiminately press these figures upon us in their adverts.
Finance is always a difficult problem for minority groups and advertisers pay money which is so
necessary for the future success and prosperity of magazines. Since fantasies are so popular the
manufacturers are bound to Jump on the band wagon for their share of the profits, but must they push
that wagon so hard? Perhaps if they had concentrated on providing constant scales of figures for war
gamers they would not have had to rely so heavily on fantasy figures where constant scale may not be
so important.

I fully accept John Cook's point in issue 186 of the Newsletter - that a wargame must be related
to a basis of military fact as its origins clearly demonstrate. Fantasy may be related to research
which might even be scientifically based - but this can under no stretch of even a fantasy imagination
be considered a basis of military fact. Also in issue 186 M.Houghton moans "about the ill treatment
given to members of the fantasy wargaming fraternity". If he doesn't like it let him try to organise
and run a magazine of his own or be thankful for what he and the rest of his 1$ of wargamers get.
Donald Featherstone did so and his efforts of fifteen years are now challenged and threatened by a
noisy minority group of outsiders.

As far as the point of social acceptability of the respective games is concerned fantasy must, as
a newcomer, have a lower rating than wargaming has so far maintained, but that position is not irre-
versable if the fantastics are determined enough. Although making armoured fairies and warlike bunny
rabbits acceptable to other adults could be a very steep uphill struggle.

Finally, may I ask of all true wargamers (as distinct from fantasist?)that they defend their own
hard-earned rights to have a hobby of their own and not have one of somebody elses dreams forced upon
them. Remember attack is frequently the best form of defence."

A. Dalton of Rawtenstall, Lanes.

ooOoo
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THEMONSTERMARK

Monster malignity in Dungeons & Dragons.

IV.ETAMORPHOSIS ALPHA

Review & Suggestions

COMPETITIVE D&D

REVIEWS,TREASURE CHEST, NEWS & MORE
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1 -Year Subscription (8 issues) £10.00
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1 -Year Subscription (6 issues) £3.00

FANTASY FIGURES

MINIFIGS - Dungeons & Dragons,
Mythical Earth, Sword & Sorcery, Science
Fiction,

GREENWOOD & BALL - Garrison Sword
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BARRY MINOT - Olympians Heroes &
Horrors, Thane Tostig.
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Dungeons & Dragons (TSR) £6.75
D&D Supplements (TSR) £3.40
Swords & Spells (TSR) £3.40
Battle of the 5 Armies (TSR) £3.50

Empire of the Petal Throne (TSR) £16.75
Metamorphosis Alpha (TSR) £3.40
Citadel (FGU) £2,35

Royal Armies of the Hyborean Age (FGU) £3,50
Bunnies & Burrows (FGU) £3.50

Galactic Conquest (FGU) £2.35

White Bear & Red Moon (Chaosium) £6.95

Siege of MlnasTifith (F&F) £3.75
Battle of Helm's Deep (F&F) £2.40

The Ringbearer(LS) £1.95

SAE FOR FULL LISTS
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97 Uxbridg* Road, London W12 BNL
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Science Fiction/Fantasy Games:
Star Soldier (SPI)-Z-Pack £4.75

Arms Race (Attack) £4.75
Formalhaut II (Attack) £4.75

RiftTrooper(Attack) £5.50
Star Raider (Attack) £4.75

War of the Star Slavers (Attack) £8.95

Warof the Ring (FGU) £7.45
WAR Games:

Missile Crisis (Attack) £4.75

Rheinbung (Attack) £4.75
7th Cavalry (Attack) £4.75
Rules:

Valley Forge (TSR) £3.40
Bio One (TSR) £1.40

Field Regulations (TSR) £1.80
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RADIO CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR 1:35

1:15 & 1:24

SCALE TANKS

HINODE PLACON
101 &R36 'Hinode" radio control
systems for 1:15, 1:25 & 1:35 scale model tank kits with
remote two motor drive units.

1:35 Scale System, PLACON 101/27

RETAIL INC VAT £25.00 POST PAID. UK ONLY
Equipment contains 27MHZ transmitter/receiver, pre wired twin
motors, battery box, on/off switch, batteries for both transmitter and
receiver, tank antennae, fitting and operating instructions
The above system can be installed in any makeof 2 motor (remote) tank
tut in 1/35 scale. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandei.
N.B. The motors supplied with Placon 101 are of special design and
others cannot be substituted. There are on/off switches on both tank
receiver and transmitter for when radio controiis not required. Range
vanes from 30ft. to 60ft. plus, according to conditions.

WS X

HINODE R36 RETAIL INC VAT £37.00
Radio control system for 1:15 and 1:25 scale remote (2 motor) tan)
kits. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
System contains. 27MHZ transmitter and receiver, pre-wired harness
for battery installation and motor lead connections, batteries, tank
antennae, on/off switch, installation and running instructions.
The system utilizes existing moto— »rom tank kit andsupressor chokes
are supplied with wiring harnr jr plug in operation.
On/off switches are supplied for both transmitter and receiver on tank
for when radio control is not required.
Range varies from 30ft to 60ft. according to conditions
SEND S.A.E. FOR LEAFLET

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS: EURO-MODELS. P.O. BOX TK6 TWICKENHAM, TW1 2JD. 01-892 0688

EURO MODELS

MINIATURES (RETAIL) LTD.
32, Mansfield Lane, Calverton, Nottingham. Tel: (0602) 203849

New 25mm Fantasy Figures
FDl Dwarf {two-hanijed axe or

hammer) 12p
F02 Dwarf attacking (axe or hammer) I2p
FD3 Dwarf Thief or Light Infantryman

(sword or spear) 12p
FD4 Dwarf (spear or two-handed axe) I2p
FD4a Dwarf Standard Bearer 15p
FD5 Dwarf Crossbowman/Handgunner

(crossboworhandgun) 12p
FD6 Dwarf Maibardier (assorted

polearms) 12p
FD6a Dwarf Standard Bearer 15p
FD7 Dwarf in Full Mail (sword or

hammer) 12p

FM6 Giant Rats (2)
FM7 Golem

FMB Gargoyle
FM9 Harpy
FM10 Giant Bats (3)
FM11 Salamander..
FM12 Cockatrice . ..

FM13 Owl-Bear

F1 Old Wizard (staff)
F2 Fighting Bishop (mace, flail or

hammer)
F3 Young Wizard (dagger)
F4 Warrior Priest (mace, flail or

hammer)
F5 Thief (sword or dagger)

FM1 Troll (hammer or club) 30p
FM2 Ogre (hammer or club) 30p
FM3 Gigantic Rat 30p
FM4 Were Rat 30p
FM5 Dragon El

Also 25mm Vikings
S.A.S.E. for full range
15p in stamps for sample figures

From Judge's Guild In U.S.A.
City State of the Invincible Overlord ... £6.50
Tegel Manor ra.50

FW1 Woman Warrior in Chainmail

and shield (sword or hammer) .. . 12p

New Fantasy miniatures rules EMERALD
TABLET £4.95

FANTASY GAMING MAGAZINES
White Dwarf 1 &2 50p
Underworld Oracle f 35p
TrollcrusherS 45p

NEW ADDITIONS

FM14 Spectre 15p
FM15 Minotaur 40p
F61 Goblin attacking with cleaver 12p
FG2 Great Hobgoblin attacking 25p
FM16 Unicorn 20d

ORDERS OVER £5 POST FREE

POSTAGE and PACKING

UK — 10% (minimum of 15p)
Overseas — AIR 60%

— SURFACE 40%

(No foreign cheques please)

ZINNFIGUREN : STURM ABTEILUNG 1933

30mm METAL FLAT FIGURES

Marching in Traditional S.A/S.S. Uniform
Miller Saluting Dr. Goebbels in Party Uniform
Man with Eagle Standard Musician Drummer
Man with Flag Upright Musician Fifer
Man with Flag on Shoulder Man Marching A
Drum Major with Macepole Man Marching B
Single Figures I5p: Standards & Flag Bearers 20p
Postage lOpper 10: Minimum lOp U.K.

HO/00 WARGAMES FIGURES
Designed by Stadden &. moulded in hard polystyrene

BRITISH INFANTRY WORLD WAR 2
12 Figure Infantry Section Attacking
12 Piece Heavy Weapons Section

30p per Section Post Free

GERMAN WORLD WAR 2 METAL FIGURES
Paratroops
Advancing with Rifle
Lying firing MG34
Kneeling throwing Grenade
Advancing firing MP38
N.C.O. with MP38

Panzer Grenadiers
N.C.O. firing MP38
Standing throwing Grenade
Lying firing MG34
Advancing with Rifle
Para with Panzerfaust

ALL ABOVE 6p EACH

Panzerschreck 2 Para team firing I5p
Postage lOp per 10 : Minimum lOp U.K.
S.A.E. for WARGAMES FIGURES LISTS

NAPOLEONIC

FANTASY & WORLD WAR 2

MODEL FIGURES HOBBIES
LOWER BALLOO ROAD

GROOMSPORT CO. DOWN BT19 2LU N.I.



TALKING WARGAMING

A

In his first 18 months of office Carnot, arising from A -Jf ''
the ashes of the French Revolution, master-minded 27 ■ "v|l '' v
victories of which 8 were pitch battles; 120 combats of ' tk , 4
minor importance; 80,000 enemies killed; 91,000 prisoners; - •»''t* " ̂
116 fortresses or strong towns taken; 36 of which had to he j
besieged or blockaded; 230 forts or redoubts captured; i
3,800 guns, 70,000 muskets, 1,900 tons of gunpowder and 90 |
flags captured. More than that, Carnot showed brilliance |
in developing new military talent, abolishing the rule of
terror which made every officer fear for his life and ad
vancing officers strictly on merit which promoted brilliant
junior officers over the heads of their less talented
seniors.

ooOoo

Further extracts from D'Ordel's Manual "Tactics and
Military Training" (London 1902). By now wargamers should
be adapting and amending their rules to conform to the startling, almost revolutionary, dictates oi
this valuable military textbook.

Sub-para four. With no great disparity between the opposing forces except in respect of numbers
a commander in deciding whether to attack or defend will bear in mind the question of numbers.

Sub-para five. Where there is no great disparity except in arms he will bear in mind the
question of arms. If, for example, the enemy be unarmed, a commander would be well advised in attack
ing the enemy, unless, indeed, he can provoke the enemy to attack him.

Sub-para six. If a commander intends to attack a position he should generally not omit to select
a time and a place for his attack. These are both important considerations in an attack upon a posi
tion.

Sub-para seven. The tactics to be adopted in defence or in attack must, to a certain extent,
depend upon the nature of the ground and upon the numbers and nature of the forces at the disposal of
the commander and of the enemy. For example, the tactics adopted by a single private soldier operating
against an army corps in virgin forest will not be the same as those of the commander of an army corps
acting against a baggage waggon in the open.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

A very cheap wargames table cover can be the huge sheets of thin green plastic sold by nurseries
and garden-shops. It's only fault lies in its shiny surface which makes hill-climbing difficult for
metal soldiers.

ooOoo

RULE OF THE MONTH;

When firing machine-guns (or Gatlings) allow the firing-period to be divided into three -

1^ At beginning of move.
2) At middle-point of move
3) At end of move

In this way, the gun can "switch" targets, or simulate its "spray" effect.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by Tony Barrett (l Arty Bde SIG SQN, BFPO 102)

Could someone please help me, 1 have a map of four European countries all approximately equal in
size. The period is pre-Napoleonic and taking 8 hours as a days march (infantry) the map covers 22
days by 27 days. My problem is what size army could each support, and what proportion cavalry,
infantry and artillery. Any help on this would be greatly appreciated. My infantry regiments are 800
strong and cavalry approximately A80 strong per regiment of four squadrons.

ooOoo

QUIZ OF THE MONTH - ANSWERS "On Page >0

1. What British regiment has the unique distinction of supplying the country with a famous admiral^
.  2. When were English cavalry first organised in formations?
3. What was a Sutler?
k  When were balloons first used by the British Army in wartime?

4. Dates of Battles of a) Minden: b) Pinkie; c) Roundway Down and d) Eggmuhl.



VARGAMES REACH ITALY

-  Andrew Grainger
^  3ri:r To enO

I was Ihterested to see Paddy Griffith's article In No.185 clarifying his vlewS'Itt'thieoSfar^me'ST^tf
Reach Stalingrad article. By wargames Paddy says that he means "pure" wargames which-'teach)somethlaigs
ahout the history of war. Thus they should present some of ■ the real problems faced by-a^eoamahderToda
In war and battles must be fitted Into a strategic context. Human problems such as morale must klfeoow
be presented as should the various aspects of supply. Paddy Suggests a number of methods Whlchic^h^^em
be used to play these games such as umpires, teams^ maps, separate rooms, etc. These are true:-e'rix-iul
pure wargames such as those playe'd' In p'reseilt day military-academies and descended dlree€ly f.romi ftihfe<Jl
19th century Krlegsplel. 1 - : ' , I'i lLlHOKlH

n i,! a afi riOifS

Yet looking back over many years worth of battle reports In the Newsletter or In'wargames''bo'akso2
one finds very feif games played 'In this fashion. Most games played are of battles fought In'^ils'Oi'a'- 'in
tloh, the players Iri thO bame rooms; the problems of supply or subordinate commanders ahd' man^f: OtbarSf
being totally Ignored. How mdny NapoleOrilc games for example really shed much light on'eari^'ndn©:- <u
teenth century tactics . 'According to rules I have seen and games 1 have played Brown'Bess'-'mUsk?e't'S?)f''td
have the potency of Mlnle rifles 'arid howitzers frequently used In direct fire. None of the partloiu-'): 1
pants seemed very cOnberned about this,' they just wanted 'tO get'dri With ■ the game. Most''wargamers:j''Ku
think, merely warit'fo'have 'a' game' arid arO riot particularly interested In learning abouri'the hlstO'ry^t't
of war. Thus 1 believe that Paddy's "true" wargame Is only one aspect of wargamlng' at the momerit'J'-'B
like Skirmish games or Board games. For most wargamers the "true" wargame Is a sideshow like the
Italian front . - 1 . . : : : : -iojij oriA

■  ' • ' - ' ■ ' ■ - ; ' - 1 0 'ii'i i toaaB Ofsil

1 have played a 'riumber 'of games'' irivpiylng separate rooms, umpires, etc,,' arid' despite' theiri^ol odl
greater Interest flrid that the' time 'arid preparation required precludes their belrig played'vei^t
Apart from that Is the probfem'bf getting' together the people on the same ddy', or weekerid'i'''''''^nn'^fl hnn

■  : ■ V - ' - ii ri: ,;l; ■ : 1 ; / ■ i i ; ■ a : , ■ ■ - ■ ■'U .. . . a i i 1 \ t Vfl j b oM Sl B1

Let us now turn t'6 Paddy's commerits on tWoofher aspects of wargamlng; Skirmish' games' arid bo^rd'^
games. 1 agree that Skirmf sh games will ridt' iedch us a great deal' about the hlstorg' of ̂ Wrir but'^fhfe''^''^
can tell us a good deal about faCf lbs at the IdweSt levels arid the research that brie 'dbeh irit'b-thriS
period Is Informative iu Itself. ■ i iq as'xuloiq

v.; uri: : l : ■ |-I ■ ; .. ft.I , 'Oil.,.;... . .l -: ]'. ".i i OrtT

Turning to boardgames 1 .cari only assume that Paddy hps vefy'little'knowledge of' these becauri'e st®
his comment that they dp not,Use Slmultariebus movement Is -just not trUe, Many bpardgames-use'SliifcfTi-eo
taneous movement and haVe been fori several yeans. In'rihy'case"slmultafaeous mbvemerit'is riof a'lw'ays
used In miniatures games and it Is' rldlcUlpiis to Imply, 'ad' he' dbes j' that a game 'which does^^ -notnusel 111
simultaneous movement Is 'hardly -worth flaying.' ' " ; ..i; -lo'r nwonji

He says there Is little of the human element In fighting ,a hoardgame. If a hoardgame concerns
the whole of the Eastern Prqrit With about tC)'miiilpn sOldlCrs'It' Is not really'surprlslrig that'if
lacks the human element. 1 cailriot see hoW you cotild'flght fhe'whole of'the Eastern Front'wlth'^ffgUreffe
and thereby regain the missIrig human element ; In fabi I am hoi sure that games with figures'rire mbrie'^'®
"human" than hoa'rdgameS' although ihey are more versatile. * ' ' . ■ ; . ni; gx

:  - ; - i. - I ; , , ■ ■ . o - : . ; ■ 'i : ; iriiOBW fiWBih

But do hoardgames lack the human element anyway? f recently had a chanc to try out a haitallori"
level game on Borodino palled "Battallle de la Moskowa" . Each battalion and leglment Is represented '-'
together with the feaders and art 1 fiery. There are also counters for couriers a'd each ' cbunfer'h'asl-'®
Its firepower, morale and melee factors printed oh'the back so that you do not ki-oW precisely'the'erib&y
you are facing. Each unit was differentiated by colour and different capabilities 1 could nof see
how the cardboard cbunters of this game Were any less human than the metal or plast'p'figureri'ubfed in
other games; after all they represent the same thing. ' ' f ' '

1 stick to what f prii'd before Vahout hoardgameS belrtg the prily Way to reflghi''pa^fbuiah' bhiphi^^
or large battles . The main' ijrioblpm Is putting the resbarch Ifato a jtlayahle i ^\"Aj;.fcio"'.
game should at least provide a framewbrk for'this ' so that if ybu dd 'hot like it yPri Cari' .idap't 'if'i olm
Maps are fine for fairly .small campaigns with figures hut I surprised If Paddy hfs founf a
method of fighting the Russian Pr,orif :bri d.Sf maps'without making' It "a iiietlmes wbrlii' "'

All wargaines are a cPjtpromlse. If pa^df .has trie time .rind bnCrgy to' create new 'game|''f'bri';'efeh"'^'^^
battle he f Ights.,he :f.s iYCjly . Luqipf Vp all 'play the. .wargamps ribpordlhg! to' piir personal"prefef'bri^^b
do not think one earip'be dogmatic, about whether boardghmes are "human" or'ripti PadCy doepin.p^t,
them at all ; I . prefer .n^friiatures .but also, play boardgames . We rill play ,ba;rilbaj.iy for 'enjbj'mbrix;'' TOriri
1 think that the'"frrie" wargame with Its Heavy instructlyfe atmpSpber'e will, whife never belri'ri'i/Pfaf'iy*
Ignored, always,be a 'sideshow. . ' ' ' ' ' f- ■ J "

'  . i,. - ,i! i l i / ■ i , J.- i t-J:..!.; -. . i !i.'. ; t -1 - -. ;i .: i f- ti , - 0! i ti 'ijoil XOtfriOleM

A FEW SUGGESTION^ WdR'ridtfoiSKlRMlSH'riAMlNG - ::6oniinUed' frBmParie i t I i- : fiw!.oO jibI Hub
————^ J ' ' i i'i - . ' ■ ' 'I ■ I ! ' I ;—-r.- it'-t .-". : BisnBi Hldl

6) MELEE; As riormal, the first round tist calculated on the segment the; me-niclash. ; LnfiSiribsfequisaKt
moves, the segment In; which :blows are struck is the average;:between the; numbers on ithe:: mens;'(.ieonnrieaiiS3
You can give the man-with; the higher number a slight bonus addition. A man-with an '0' wlirlrcoaatei^sb
unarmed. ::.v. : ; i. , X - .. i a;!,.!- fl.tiijp 9cf

7) REACTION: l^Thfs Is as riormalf . 'f Ike act Ions It Ip balculat'ed f or' the whole ikb'We!,' and:'f
segments are not .taken^^lnt'o ricppunt, . / ; Vf ' ' "f i;... ill

-  - - iii \ .RW -it ,. : i.i 1 :; , !,;., . .. C r pif r J: ol ri-ll rillw

8) WOUNDS: These take effect; in r thBRisegmenti:ef-; the game-t-move;; In which theyil atmi reeftiyiejd,DliJtte.JTer
covery times, for convenience, are calculated In whole moves. Irrespective of segments.

■i --i borBuIfr 9^ flcrlrt ' enxbd'sdT " ISlTMAJTA
earii;';;';;!- . i) oo l0ell;>ox9 .dllvj YRilA'v'AO '/[AXTG'/D3 xod sooj q-p.e. ns bI s'lotPI' .Bsvloemeril BSUfSil aril



MUST LIST

One of the more stimulating aspects of the model soldier world is »•-
brought ahout hy the fact that the major manufacturers have more or less
completed their basic ranges of the more popular wargaming periods and, & ICyfgft
short of re-designing them (to the frustration of the general wargaming A\ 1 vIr
world) they have to cast about for alternative items to manufacture. This
means that a multiplicity of items are emerging which, bought singly and
inexpensively, can transform our average regiments into far more realistic jn £ Jg /'1 tI "
formations. This is exemplified by the current list of new productions by
HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED, who continue to turn out those extra figures
such as standard bearers, trumpeters, etc., for which we have long desired.
So we have two mounted infantry colonels - Austrian and Prussian, one piece figures which will paint
up into most dignified leaders who, in some cases will require additions to rules unless they are to
remain invulnerable. Austrian and Prussian Napoleonic cavalry are similarly embellished - the former
by a Uhlan standard bearer and trumpeter and a Cuirassier standard bearer, while Prussian Hussars,
Dragoons and Cuirassiers all now have standard bearers and the Hussars also can call upon their own
trumpeter. Prussia, that most neglected of Napoleonic Wars contestants, have their units completed
by Landwehr and Reserve infantry standard bearers, a Reserve infantry drummer and a Fusilier in a
firing position. As always, all are excellent figures and flags are available to be painted and
placed upon their poles.

Another aspect of this search for items to produce results in the wargamer being faced with a
fine assortment of equipment and accessories to add colour to the specific period. Much of it takes
the form of items which we have realised are needed and, thank goodness the commercial makers have
their fingers on our pulse! Again from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED comes a good collection of Medieval
and Renaissance items - archers stakes (3 sets of 3 per pack) - 35p; Renaissance triple organ gun - 60p;
late Medieval/Renaissance 3 barrelled cannon - 60p; late Medieval/Renaissance heavy field/siege gun -
£1.65p; pack of large barrels and lids (barrel height 25mm) 2 per pack - 35p; 18th century heavy
howitzer - 70p; 18th century heavy field/siege gun - 70p and pack of medium barrels and lids (barrel
height 18mm) k per pack - 35p. The barrels will naturally fit into any period and whoever saw many
pictures of warfare from the 19th century back where at some stage or other barrels were not in evi
dence? The two late Medieval/Renaissance guns - the 3 barrelled cannon and the heavy field/siege guns
are well up to the usual excellent Hinchliffe standard and those wargamers who are sufficiently dis
cerning to battle in that most suitable of all periods the 18th century will find the heavy howitzer
and the heavy field/siege gun to be beautiful pieces. Some, if not most of these new items very ably
fill a not-inconsiderable gap in wargaming accessories, thus quelling the appetites of wargamers well
known for their desires to acquire unusual although perfectly legitimate pieces of equipment.

And there is more to come from HINCHLIFFE whose designers must have had a happy field day making
sieveialnew items in the equipment group - one of which, the American Civil War signal tower is portrayed
above. This comes with two signallers, one officer, a horse and a holder and the height of the tower
is approximately 55mm; it sells for £2.10p. Then there are two English Civil War vehicles - a horse
drawn wagon with two powder barrels, 1 driver and a gunner attendant sitting on the barrels plus a
marker flag at £1.20p and a hand drawn cart with two powder barrels, 2 men to pull it and a gunner in
attendance and another marker flag. Fi;ially there is a wine and water cart which will be suitable for
any period, complete with a horse and attendant. If you do not need these for wargaming they will
certainly play a most realistic role in mini-dioramas.

It takes courage to indulge a designer such as Julian Benassi who wants to turn out in his ow in
imitable style, figures which are quite unusual and outstde the range of any others being commercially
manufactured. This time it is a 75mm Mongol warrior/herdsman and pony - a quite exceptional figure
which fully brings out the squat hardness of the man and his mount and it takes little imagination to
conceive that this character could, at the crack of a whip or the blare of a trumpet, be transformed
into one of the dreaded horsemen who ravaged the world for so many centuries. It sells at £7.67p.

Wargamers were excited when the OO/HO scale plastic figures made by ATLANTIC of Italy started to
appear in the smaller shops, usually newsagents and sweet shops, in this country. Many of us had seen
them abroad or read of them in WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER (by courtesy of our Italian wargaming subscribers)
and indeed I had bought boxes of them back from France where they can be found in most toy shops. When
recently !► needed mini-figures for Crete and Arnhem wargaming set-ups to be photographed for my latest
book WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS (Kaye and Ward, London 1977) I was very pleased to get hold of
numerous boxes of ATLANTIC airborne figures and their heavy weapon sets which included various calibre
mortars to add to the fine range of Airfix airborne troops and the lesser known but well produced
Matchbox figures to set up in very large wargame/dioramas representing Crete and Arnhem. Mike Blake
and Ian Colwill of SKIRMISH WARGAMES were equally delighted to acquire the 5^mm Wild West figures in
this range which form a large set under such headings as Custer, Sioux War Parties, Gold Miners,
Buffalo hunters and the like. All of these 5Amm figures are also available in smaller packets and much
cheaper boxes in HO/OO scale, together with World War Two Russian, American, German, British and
Japanese infantry,. One also heard rumours of an Ancient range of ATLANTIC figures which were said to
be quite the best they had done but repeated checks at all known stockists in Britain failed to reveal
any of them. Hence it was with considerable pleasure when recently in France looking at the battle
fields of the V«ndee (l bet no one wargames that - except Chris Scott who discovered the book dealing
with it}) to find a shop in Sevenay (scene of one of the main actions of this war) that not only stocked
ATLANTIC figures but had a few boxes left of these Ancient Egyptians.

Rumour was proved right as these figures and their packaging is quite the best I have seen from
ATLANTIC. The boxes are black with attractive blue and white lettering and fine coloured pictures of
the figures themselves. There is an 88-piece box EGYPTIAN CAVALRY with excellent coloured photographs



which are of the greatest assistance in painting these figures and a four-page descriptive text
attached to the hox in English, French, German and Italian. Costing ahout £1.15p, this hox contair.
no less than 8 chariots each with two gaily caparisoned horses and 6 different types of drivers and
occupants. As I found when doing a description of the Battle of Kadesh for my hook WARGAMING THE
ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PERIOD (David and Charles 1976) without incurring considerable expense it is
difficult to place an Egyptian army in the field as their cavalry consisted of chariots and chariot
eers hut these new ATLANTIC hoxes solve that problem. It is worth mentioning that there may well be
other hoxes in this larger range because on its reverse are a number of pictures which include E^ptian
boats, a sphinx, E)gyptd$n temple and other typically E^yptienpieces of sculpture together with lots of
figures - all attractively painted and set up in little dioramas that whet the appetite. However, in
the same shop I found a smaller hox at about 20p which included 15 infantry figures well moulded in
orange plastic and most attractively and helpfully shown on the outside of the hox painted in appro
priate colours. I bought all there was in the shop, which consisted of two large chariot boxes plus
four boxes of infantry and for the rest of the holiday all four of us kept our eyes open at every town
we encountered for more of this range. Largely because it was Sunday or Monday when the shops in
France have an unfortunate habit of closing, we had the frustrated experience of seeing on a number
of occasions, piles of these boxes on the counters of shops without being able to get at them. Being
conscious that the police on the Continent are far stricter towards vandals and those who commit
crimes against society than in this country, we resisted the invitation to break the window and help
ourselves! However, on our very last night in Honfleur, en route to La Havre to catch our ferry (which
we missed because the ticket had the wrong time on it, but that is another tragic story) we found a
toy shop that had but two boxes of the infantry which I borrowed francs from my friends to purchase.
In case readers think that the Editor is impoverished I might say that the borrowed estate wagon we
were using was greedy with petrol that we had spent about £75 in French francs on the required juice
during our trip which had brought us to our knees so far as francs were concerned. However, we raked
up the money for me to buy these two packages which were duly borne off and placed in the car while we
went for a meal. On our return, we picked up the box to examine them (even at our age we are still
like schoolboys when we come across something new!) only to find that we had not bought infantry - this
box was called "At The Pharaoh's Court" and consisted of Mummies in coffins, birds seated and in
different positions, odd looking Egyptian characters and men with fans, etc! There is no doubt about
it that my Egyptian infantry are going to have some very peculiar officers and if it takes me the rest
of the year I'll find some rule which will make use of those Mummies and their coffins! Anyway, the
purpose of all this is to enlighten readers of something fresh and exciting in the wargames world and
to suggest that either they keep their eyes open for these figures or they could even write to the
makers in Italy who are ATLANTIC, Via Friv. Calvenzana, Treviglio, Italy.

Recently there have been reviews in these pages and advertisements elsewhere of the beautiful
Buckingham Pewter figures manufactured by HAMILTON MARRIOTT which can he obtained in most good class
jewellers and shops. Approximately 4^-5 inches in height and individually packed in polystyrene packs
with decorative card sleeves, these figurines are accompanied by a leaflet showing all models in the
range and detailed historical notes. The pewter castings are hand finished and bear the touch mark of
the Association of British Pewter Craftsmen. It is not giving away any secrets to say that the military
figures in this range are mostly made by the famous Charles C. Stadden who has an incomparable reputa
tion throughout the world. Hamilton Marriott can provide three types of figures - military, animals
and historic. The military range from a private in Internal Security dress 1975 back to Grenadier of
the 1st Regiment of Foot Guards 1735 and each and every one of them is a treasure that will grace any
mantleshelf or cabinet. The animals are either Shire horses or gun-dogs and are sculptured by Ken
Dixon a young up-and-coming British sculptor. The historical figures include exclusively delicate
figures of the "Cries of London" series plus such notables as General George iashington, Mr. Pickwick,
Napoleon and the Duke of Wellington. Prices vary - the military figures are bout £10.20p each and a
nice illustrated brochure can be obtained for 50p (see advert elsewhere for aidress).

As a stockholder in Airfix Products I regularly receive their trade news publications which, when
one can sift them out from the latest plastic kitchen ware, shoes and the like, to sometimes reveal a
new item of interest to wargamers. I regret to say that in the latest publicatiOi.. I can find nothing
but there seemed to be some interesting larger scale kits around including a range prehistoric
animals. 1 have always had a background thought of a wargame involving modern troops with tanks, etc.,
against a herd of Tyrannosaurus Rex or Triceratops!

From CLYDE MODELS of Candleriggs, Glasgow, I have received a catalogue which conta; many well
known items such as the Archive Fantasy 25mm miniatures; Heritage Fantasy Fantastics at ~!t) a pack and
Heritage 15mm figures - 1 have never seen this range and it might be interesting to see r ' they hold
up against the same scale figures from Miniature Figurines or Peter Laing. The catalogue ciso includes
the Warrior range and some boardgames.

From LAMMING MINIATURES I have received samples of their new range of World War Two 20mm :gures
as follows - MB/l Gunner - open hands; MB/2 Rifleman (advancing); MB/3 Gunner carrying 25pdr s},,;ll;
MB/4 Officer; MB/5 Kneeling gunner — open hands; MB/6 Kneeling Gunner — 6pdr shell; MB/7 Radio operator;
MB/8 Kneeling mortar man; MB/9 Standing mortar man; MB/lO British 3 in. mortar; MB/i1 Sitting Gunner/
Driver; MB/12 Observer; MB/13 Kneeling rifleman; MG/l German gunner - open hands; MG/2 Range Findt:/
loader for 8.8 and MG/3 Infantryman/gunner - open hands to take Rifle/MF40/Panzerfaust. These come in
the following sets at 30p per pack. Set A MB/l - 3 - 4. Plus Thompson/Sten/Rifle; Set B 3 figs. MB/2
plus accessories; Set C MB/5 - 6 - 7 + shells; Set D MB/8 - 9 - 10 + mortar bomb, case; Set E 2 MB/ll -
1 MB/12 + shells; Set F 3 figs. MB/13 - plus accessories; Set G 2 figs. MG/2 - 1 fig. MG/l + range
finder/shell and Set H 3 Figs. MG/3 + Rifle/MP40/Panzerfaust. They are certainly very pleasing little
miniatures which will tie in well with the various plastic ranges such as Airfix, Matchbox, Atlantic,
Warrior's new range and also the World War Two range in the same scale put out by Hinchliffe Models -
I cannot give much higher praise than to say that they nostalgically remind me in a very pleasant
fashion of the Skybirds figures of my boyhood. Maybe the ready availability of figures for this inter
esting period, taken in conjunction with the recent film "A Bridge Too Far" and my book "Wargaming
Airborne Operations" (Kaye and Ward, London, 1977) will start a fashion, if only as "second" armies.

Still talking of LAMMING MINIATURES - recently 1 had the pleasure of suggesting to the Education
Officer in the Tower of London Armouries that he approached Bill to put on a wargame as a centre piece
for their forthcoming one day course on Medieval Warfare. The Wessex Military Society are takinga



dozen or so Members down and look forward very much to again seeing Bill and those Beautifully colour
ful Medieval figures of his.

Recently I received a set of Fantasy wargames rules "The Emerald Tablet" sent me by an old war-
gaming correspondent in America, Jay Facciolo on behalf of CREATIVE WARGAMES WORKSHOP INC., 330 East
6th Street, IE New York, N.Y. 10003, U.S.A. Now he tells me that they have appointed an exclusive
agent for this country and suggests that readers who are interested write direct to Games Workshop,
97 Uxbridge Road, London W12 8NL - whom you will realise are regular advertisers in this magazine. I
will review these rules when my son and his friends have finished play-testing them.

Further goodies from LAMMING MINIATURES in the shape of two Medieval Arab horsemen (at least I
think that is what they are because there is no note of identification with them). Both have separate
shields and spears and I am particularly impressed with their horses. Off the cuff, I shall be paint
ing these up and adding them to my recently formed late 19th century Dervish army!

Since earlier words on ATLANTIC 25mm plastic figures — Ancient Egyptians in particular — my
Secretary on holiday in Northern Italy searched out a further four small boxes and two large of
infantry containing 188 figures, at a cost of about £2.50p. She reported a plentiful supply of boxes
of other types of tJiese well-produced plastic figures.

TAKEN FROM THE ADVERTS

Wargames Research Group's latest advert is cunningly slanted to influence wargamers - "you ob
viously have to have rules to do justice to all your effort (i.e. acquiring beautiful figures and
painting them)." So saying, they list their latest Ancient Naval; Renaissance; Horse and Musket,
etc., going on to say that there are not so many gaps in the line now and they hope to fill most of
them over the next year or so. PHILIP HOWELLS, 23 Commercial Street, Cheltenham, Glos. GL50 2AV,
offers sets of military maps for Waterloo, Bunker Hill, Culloden,and Naseby. LANCE W.CAWKWELL of
c/o 3 Craven Street, Hull HU9 2AP, offers 25mm card constructions to make American Civil War or
Western buildings. THE WARGAMES ARSENAL of 16J Hanway Street, London WIA 2LS and 2 Castle Street,
Kingston Upon Thames, is the claim made by Games Centre who believe they have every board game in
stoek. ASGARD MINIATURES of 15 Furlong Avenue, Arnold, Nottingham, have a large range of weird and
wonderful fantasy wargames types and promise some Medieval and Ancient releases in the near future.
TABLE. 'P GAMES of Arnold, Nottingham, have a World War One Naval game "Micro Fleet" at £1.20p. Avail
able from Games Centre of London at £8.50p is an American Battleline product, a game called "Dauntless"
which is a game of combat between Japanese and American sea and land-based aircraft in World War Two.
MATCHBOX MILITARY KITS, Lesney U.K. Sales Ltd., have a new 1:76 scale Panzer II Ausf-F Kit which is
described in a most interesting and useful advert in the October issue of Military Modelling. HELLER
the French model firm whose British agents are Hestair Models, Foremost House, Thomas Road, London '
r AT tanks - the AMX 13 Missile carrying tank and the German Leopard A2 tank.C.^EDONIAN CASTINGS LIMITED have two more interesting models in their 75 and 90mm collections - a
pikeman of Hepburn's Regiment 1633 at £2.75p (claimed to be the "first Scottish soldier") and Sir William
Wallace in the 90mm "Mailed Fist" Series at £3.25p. WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP report that they will have a
new book by Ian Heath ready by the beginning of November entitled ARMIES OF FEUDAL EUROPE 1066-1300.
Price not yet decided. NEW HOPE DESIGN have some 25mm figures which they claim were designed specifi-
cally for the collector with rather more detail than the average wargame figure and anatomically
correct (a claim which is liable to rouse the ire of rival commercial organisations!). They sell at
A5p and at the moment are based on the illustrations by Gerry Embleton in the Osprey Publishing series
of Airwar books. There is also a Landsknecht cart with baggage and figures and two horses at £2.75p.

scale, there is a fine card model of Carnarvon Castle released at £1.65p by
DOBSON AND CROWTHER LIMITED of Llangollen, N.Wales LL20 8AE; it consists of 6 full colour printed and
114 X 22" pre-scored and partly cut sheets. Further models are to follow. TABLETOP GAMES 92 Acton
Road, Arnold, Nottingham, offer a boxed game WILD WEST the gunfight game at £3.30p. It consists of a
playing board, card counters, control boards, buildings and rules and is for 2 to 6 players of all
ages. NAVWAR of 48 East View, Barnet, Herts EN5 5TN, offer Xmas Naval starter packs at £3.00p each
with sufficient ships to fight a wargame in the following periods - Greek; World War Two Coastal-
^erican Civil War; 1905; Napoleonic and 1920s. MINOTS MINIATURE ARMOURY, P.O.Box 25, Watling Street
Llstree, Herts WD6 3BP, have a new range of 25mm wargames figures under the title GENESIS, beginning '

D  Wars, and the Sudanese and Boer War periods in preparation. There is an extensive rangeof British infantry in various ' positions and Zulu warriors which seem to conform accurately to real
life. M & H MODELS of 27 Gilbert Avenue, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts, advertise a new 25mm English Civil
War Clansman firing a musket and have a range in this period, send S.A.E. for details. Ronald Spencer
Smith of 66 Long Meadow, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey, is still turning out his fine inexpensive 30mm
plastic wargames figures - which made it possible for many of us to start wargaming way back in the
distant past. Send for details of his new "Connoisseur" range of Napoleonic, British infantry and
.Mericans of the War of Independence and also his standard range of World War Two; 18th Century
American Civil bar; Napoleonic, etc., etc. Send S.A.E. for price list.

ARE BRITISH WARGAMERS MISSING SOMETHING?

T  T, I ^®^ican journal of a wargames club of Schenectady, New York, U.S.A. - "Thisclub has suddenly received a high profile due to their attendance at several outside conventions and
their very distinctive T-shirts." Perhaps some sort of •uniform' of this nature might add to the
Bri.ish wargames scene - say a white T-shirt with black, red and: yellow bands round it and in large
whjte letters the NONSUCH WARGAMES CLUB might look great. An idea could be taken fr^m the ttoftsf!
loiial cycle races on the continent where the current leader of the race wears a yellow jersey - this
could mean that some of our better known wargamers such as Peter Gilder might be prowling around all
the time in such a distinctive jersey getting more and more tatty as time goes on.



BOOK

REVIEWS
ARNHEM 19^^ by Janusz Piekalkiewicz (lOf" x 8"; 112

pages'^ 2/3 photographs per page. Ian Allan Ltd - £5.95p).

Having within the last twelve months visited the
Arnhem and surrounding area and the route of the 30 Corps
Relief Column, researched airhorne warfare in generally and ^H|^K^RhU|K^H||H^^
written a hook on WARGAMING AIRBORNE OPERATIONS, 1 feel 1
am well hriefed to thoroughly read and review this hookl
Interestingly it is written hy a Pole and originally puh-
lished in the German language in 1976 and subsequently
translated for publication in this country. It is impress-
ive that a hook so completely a tribute to the British 1st
Airhorne Division should have thus seen the light of day
and throughout the courage and gallantry of the British
airhorne forces is emphasised. The text cleverly inter-
mingles official reports and other publications with per- JL '
sonal accounts hy participants on both sides and the
author's opinions. Its photographs, although not un- ^
naturally, some of them are familiar, are most impressive < I
and include a great number obviously obtained from German
sources so that the other side of the coin is revealed. There appears to be some lapses in the
captioning of some of these photographs, perhaps occurring in translation, because here and there the
descriptions pgrporting to accompany a photograph are so vague as to also fit other'photographs on
the same or other pages! Here and there I felt that the text had also suffered in the translation
but my two main criticisms are those which could apply to any contemporary book written about a
military operation. They are that the author is of course writing with hindsight so that he is able
to point out errors and omissions in plans and actions which, at the time of the operation could in
no way have been appreciated by the participants who often paid for their lives for this lack of fore
sight. Because of this hindsight, the author is very inclined to criticise unjustly, which leads to
my second observation that the author's lack of military training and experience leads him to in
correct and often unfair assumptions. For example I would deeply quarrel with this paragraph "Because
of the insatiable ambitions of individual Allied Military Commanders, the Allied Airborne Army -'a
modern winged cavalry, intended for employment only in decisive battles or for specials tasks - was
nonchalantly sacrificed." This was by no means the case - the experienced and elite British 1st Air
borne Division went into a battle which, had it been successful, could have ended the war months earlier
and has rightly been claimed as an inspirational plan by Montgomery, defeated probably more..byubhd luck
than by faulty planning. There are certain other comments in the same vein with which I would quarrel
but, this does not detract from it being a well produced and most interesting book which should certain
ly be in the library of any wargamcr or military collector interested in airborne warfare.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE ANNUAL FOR MODELLERS edited by Bruce Quarrie. (2AA x 184mmr 100 pages; 180 photo
graphs; 87 drawings; 23 full colour illustrations. Patrick Stephens - £2.95p).

It haTdly seems a year ago since I reviewed the last Annual in this series but my memory still
serves me in mentioning that the mixture is much as before.FbrIhe modeller is probably, as claimed, "is as
full of fascinating information as ever" but for the wargamer there is not quite so much. His inter
ests will revolve around Terry Wise's well written and illustrated article on simple conversions of
Airfix American Civil War figures in what is obviously an attempt to revive interest ii. bhis fascinat
ing conflict. Then there is my friend John Sandars erudite description of his solo wargaming of one
aspect of the Alamein Campaign. John is very much a loner and his style and methods are oLgreatinterest
and value, based upon a wealth of genuine knowledge and deep thought. Otherwise we have fringe articles
on converting a Centurion Mk 1 1:76 scale; the Neapolitan infantry of Murat's army of the K pMleonic
period; Polish armour 1939 (the first time I have ever seen anything written on this and mos; informa
tive). And that is about it. If you are interested in aircraft and their markings, scratch-l uilding
model vehicles and the like then you will find the rest of it interesting. As always beautifully pro
duced and obviously turned out with enthusiasm, experience and care.

The wargamer/military collector places great value upon knowing all the best secondhand military
book sellers and the latest Military Book List No.3 July 1977" of MINDEN BOOKS (see advert in this
issue for address, etc) is chockfull of relatively low-priced volumes which could well find a place on
everybody's bookshelf. Another centre is the WOODFORD BOOKSHOP of 33 Victoria Road, South Woodford,
London E18 ILJ, whose book list No.10 for September 1977 is in itself a potted bibliography, certainly
of World War One and also for other periods so far as uniforms and regimental histories are concerned.
Both lists are worth having and, in themselves make interesting reading. Both these establishments
deserve support as they are run by knowledgeable enthusiasts who work very hard for very small return.

Two new military titles from Sampson Low (obtainable from book shops or Minden Books) are NAPOLEON:
THE LAST CAMPAIGNS by Lt.Colonel James Lawford at £6.95p, dealing with Napoleon's war of survival after
Moscow and organised in three sections each covering one campaign - the Battle for Germany 1813; the
Battle for France 1814 and the Hundred Days 1815 with an epilogue describing Napoleon's exile on St.
Helena, his views on the Battle of Waterloo and his death. Then there is BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL
WAR by Curt Johnson and Mark McLaughlin at £6.95p which is illustrated throughout with drawings, en
gravings and photographs including l6 specially commissioned battlefield dioramas and new strategic
maps. Remembering the book "Battles of the American Revolution" by Curt Johnson, one wonders whether
thiree are more photographs of the Peter Gilder style dioramas that graced that volume. Neither of
these books have been seen but it is hoped (both from a review and my personal library point of view)
that they arrive here in due course!



HINCHLIFFE GUIDE TO WARGAMING (Sf" x 6f"; 24 pages, 31 l)lack and white line drawings and an end
plate of model soldiers. Hinchliffe Models Ltd 1977 - fil.lOp postage and packing 15p).

Although this hook says that the drawings are hy N.Swales and the photographs hy G.Johnson, no
where does it mention who actually wrote it although it would seem from Frank Hinchliffe's Introduction
that he might he at the bottom of it. I felt this part of the hook to he so sensible and completely
illustrative of the hook's contents that I am reproducing it in full.

"For many hoys playing with military miniatures has long been a phase of growing up. Many adults
look hack to their childhood days and their first acquisition of a few lead soldiers, the battles they
fought with them and the wonderful hours spent in imagining the front parlour floor to he the plains
of India or the mountains of Afganistan. Empty date boxes were eagerly saved at Christmas time and
hastily converted to troop ships to carry the brightly coloured warriors to those far off shores, there
to face a veritable barrage of matchsticks fired from model spring guns. Battles over, the weary troops
were poured into their boxes, broken heads and all, and owners and combatants lived to fight another
'ly. Despite the pundits of the present, these generations didn't growinto hoards of bloodthirsty
. ivages or become a social menace in the civil order. Nor did they flinch when their own country stood
in danger. Th^just grew up and became normal citizens like you or I, and like many other pastimes so
too did the hobby of military miniatures. No reference whatsoever has been made by the author of this
booklet to any current mode of wargaming play, rules, etc. It is written "off the cuff" entirely from
my own early days of wargaming in the 1960's. ¥e had good fun games then and I am sure the following
will form a similar basis for you to have many simple enjoyable games. Model soldiers, the playing of
wargames, the painting and collecting of the static display, has like all else in our present society
developed to a high degree of sophistication. This guide is produced primarily for the intending war-
gamer and small diorama builder who will quickly become part of the hobby and learn at first hand that
the name Hinchliffe reflects all that is best and most exciting in our hobby - happy modelling, and
gaming I"

This is a basic book yet of interest to everyone, containing sound advice that many practiced and
experienced wargamers could well bear in mind. Its sections are as follows - What scale and period?;
Prepare your figures for painting; What paint do I use?; Brushes; Painting; Detail information; Paint
ing h rses; Final finish for your armies; Fitting your armies onto playing bases; Choice of battlefield;
Hills; Roads and rivers; Fences and walls; Trees and bushes; Buildings; How do I play a simple wargame?;
Basic factors; Time scale; Ground scale; Data; Chance; Points value; First preparations for our table-
top battle; The troops are on the table; Fair method of carrying out following moves; The troops are
moved; Cannon fire; plus an appendix outlining two suggested Napoleonic armies, different in composi
tion but with similar overall strength based on points values awarded to each piece. Actually I believe
the figures are incorrect because the French army have k squadrons of Light Cavalry totalling 12
figures at a given total of 40 points whereas at 10 points each I think this should be 120; similarly
the British have 2 Squadrons of Heavy Cavalry (6 figures) at 15 points each which gives a total of 30
points whereas I think it should be 90. Very useful and ideal to get any novice or newcomer started
in the hobby. Enclosed within my copy was a set of rules for Medieval warfare by John Sharpies printed
on a separate sheet - they possess all the "back of a postcard" attributes that really appeal to me in
wargames rules!

THE ART OF WAR by Sun Tzu. This is a reprint of a book written by a Chinese military expert some
2000 years ago and has been typed out and duplicated by K.Clark, 27 Ashvale Place, Aberdeen, Scotland,
who has a few copies left at 50p plus postage (say about 75p). This is an amazing little book and has
many words of advice which could win table-top wargames. I intend to print one or two of the best of
them in my "Talking Wargaming" pages each month and I am sure Mr. Clark will not object as the question
of copyright is a bit airy-fairy!

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order
to Wargamer's Newsletter,^9 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl SAD. All these publications can also be pur
chased at the Tradition shop in London (but without personal inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £4.00p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.45p.
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.1 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £4.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.11
1420-1783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-1859 - £4.90p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
- Vol.IV 1863-1945 - £.00p. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p. BATTLES NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £4.00p
WARGAMING ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p. TANK
BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS
1356 - £1.80p. AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET! £1.65p. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN
CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p. WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
OF INDEPENDENCE 1775-1783 - £4.25p.

WARGAMING RUI;ES; 1. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony
Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath;
4. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by Donald Featherstone. 6. Late 19th
Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period wargame
in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured cars, ettc) by Donald Featherstone. 8.
1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War-by Donald
Featherstone. 40p each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields - 55p*

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.



LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX t^GAZINE - October 1977. Of interest to wargamers are articles on French cavalry in the

Franco-Prussian War and reviews of kits, models, wargames rules, book reviews, correspondence, etc.
Also numerous well illustrated articles on modern and historical aircraft, military vehicles and naval
vessels.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - July-August 1977. In-depth illustrated articles on the boardgame Kingmaker
plus lengthy article on the game ALEXANDER and other general information on boardgames.

BATTLE - October 1977. Now aimed specifically at wargamers, contains well illustrated articles
on making Ancient wargaming figures; Knights of the Welsh and Scottish Wars; Flags of the Wars of the
Roses; and American Western wargame described; Modern (1970s) combat rules; Early cannon and firearms
l)lus articles by Charles Grant on Wargaming and other features including the latest models, books, etc.

FUSILIER - August 1977. Magazine of the Aberdeen(?) Wargames Club, and contains articles on war-
games, board wargames, etc., plus a complete set of Ancient Campaign Rules.

GUIDON - No.2 1977. Features larger model soldiers and their painting, the 36tlj Annual Exhibition
of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America with a specific slant towards the wargaming aspects of
that Convention.

LONE WARRIOR - September 1977. The Journal of the Solo Wargamer's Association, contains methods
of campaigning; A Newcomer's Tale; board wargaming; (at some length) a Solo Campaign Report plus
letters, reviews and other features,

MILITARY JOURNAL - May-June 1977. Contains in-depth information on World War Two including
articles on Naval and aircraft aspects plus well illustrated article on the last tank battle of World
War Two; the Skink AA tank; A Vietnam action ideal for reconstructing as a wargame plus book reviews
and other interesting features.

MILITARY MODELLING - October 1977. Well illustrated as always, contains articles on modelling in
the 1:76 scale a German half-track vehicle; casting 30mm figures plus the usual features on new models,
books, kits, etc.

SOLDIER Magazine - September 1977. Well illustrated and full of details of today's army, both
home and abroad. Includes articles on this year's Military Musical Pageant; the new Lance Missile
plus up-to-date news of the armies doings^ and features on Military L.Ps, books, kits, etc.

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN - Issue No.10. A lively issue containing illustrated articles on Majuba;
The uniforms of the Mahdiyya 1898 (by our old friend Doug Johnson); Royal Marine Light Infantry uniforms
during the Boxer Rising; boardgames connected with the Victorian era; an interesting Victorian affray
in Canada in 1838; British Line Infantry Facing Colours post-1881; and good in-depth book reviews.

UNDERWORLD ORACLE - July-August 1977 (obtainable from Clyde Models at 35p)aimed at promoting the
play and enjoyment of Dungeons and Dragons the fantasy wargame, this magazine cannot be fairly reviewed
by an unlightened person like myself but appears to contain helpful articles on men and beasts both
real and mythical used in this fantasy game.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue A5. Sad to hear that this admirable journal ceases publication with Issue A8
in December 1977, through circumstances quite beyond their control. Well illustrated and authoritive
as always, this issue contains articles on Normandy 19^0; Early gas warfare; Axis Aircraft Carriers; An
early guided missile, the Azon Bomb; the Amethyst's adventures in China 19''t9; A commando-style German
operation in Holland 19^0, and French Invasion I5A5. Issue A6 - Fine articles from many periods of
military history, all colourfully illustrated. Metz 19A4; Baltic Submarines 19A1-A5; Minden 1759;
Nivelle Offensive; Rank Recovery 1916-19^5 and RAF in Russia 19A1.

WARGAME RULES PROM STEPHEH REED, 1 Westlees.Reigate Road,Hookwood,SuDrey. RH6 OHD
Napoleonic Rules - still the best,include organisations for the major combatants 75n
Napoleonic Naval - for fleet actions on a hex grid 20p
5mm amendments for Napoleonic rules-no.w refight the major battles in this popular scale lOp
Marlborough'sWars- 15mra rules for the War of the Spanish Succession 25p
Space Warfare - futuristic warfare includes designing your own spaceships! 50p
NEW Ancient rules — Basic rules including optional section on command and orders 50p

plus Medieiral supplement 20o
plus Fantasy supplement POn

1/300 World War II- for micro-armour and infantry these easy-to-use rules are ideal 25p
Also available Army Lists for WRG Ancient rules as used in Society of Ancients Postal
Championship,with explanation of use under other rules 40p
All these rules have been tested by experienced gamers and have been tried on beginners to check
they can be easily followed.

Club and trade enquiries welcome.discounts available for bulk orders of more than 10 copies of
a set of rules.Please mention Wargeuner's Newsletter when ordering. Please send SAE if writing
with queries rather than orders.Overseas orders to be accompanied by International Money Brder.



NOTICE BOARD

A few people outside-Alaerdeen get our clul) 'zine "Fusilier" (free to Club members including
supplements). Due to a small fire at the Club I have lost the list of "foreign" subscribers. We
would therefore be extremely grateful if - when you mention this latest (possibly last) issue in
your "Looking Around" column - you could ask subscribers who have not received issue 6 of Fusilier
to write to me so that I can sent it to them.

Kenneth Clark, Secretary, Aberdeen Wargames Society.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197^ inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c or 11 for 05.50). Back numbers March 197^ to date

_  . - _ - . -r-v n-) -I- / I-_ o r«i 1 j r>.-i T /I /-.-M "W 1 I Q+ Ti o f r»or»v "inP.liiH-
or 11 for £2.00p incluaing postage v'J&A/uanaaa puu ox j.ox dciujv utimwcxo
can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 5h Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.) at ̂ Op per copy includ
ing postage, o '. '■A;. .CA.v'A; A .

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, London W.l.

ooOoo—

FOR SALE; 1400+ Airfix figures, some painted. A.C.W.; Highlanders; A.W.I.; Ancient; Medieval;
Cowboys; Foreign Legion. Savings approx.
cavalry - £3.25p plus postage and packing
for 20mm French Napoleonics. Send S.A.E.

200. Minifigs 25mm Napoleonic British - 31 infantry, 13
,  FOR EXCHANGE: 200 Airfix British World War Two infanty
for list - A.Dalton, 11 Redwood Drive, Rawtenstall, Lanes.

ooOoo—

A recent letter bewails the fact that "Liverpool Wargames Society" did not allow D & D, etc., to
be played at meetings.

Although I have not heard of the above Society, I can assure your correspondent that Liverpool
Wargames Association actively encourages all Boardgames and the fringe miniature activities. Should
he care to give us a visit bringing his dungeon to one of our meetings he would be made very welcome.
Indeed, he may be lucky and find one of our own people has turned up with his dungeon - there are
several in the Association.

Liverpool Wargames Association meets every Sunday at approximately 2.30 p.m., in the Common Hall,
Temple Street, (off Dale Street), Liverpool.

Rob Young, Secretary, Liverpool Wargames Association, 218c Seneschhl Square, Southgate,
Runcorn, Cheshire.

ooOoo

GAMES DAY III

Games Workshop (97 Uxbridge Road, London WI2 8NL) are holding the third in their succesful series
of "Games Day" exhibitions, on Saturday, December 17, T977, at Seymour Hall, Seymour Place, London W1.
It will run from 10 am until 8 pm and attendance in the region of 1500 is expected. Admission - 50p
Adults and 30p Children.

All aspects of games currently available - Family Games, Board Wargames, Tabletop Wargames,
Fantasy Games and Abstract Games will be covered to attract both games enthusiasts and members of the
public with little experience of games playing. The day's events will include demonstrations and ex
hibitions of a variety of games, prize competitions, discussions and meetings, a used game auction and
many games personalities will be present to chat with players. In addition, a variety of stalls will
be offering for sale all sorts of games and games-related products.

All enquiries to Games Workshop who are particularly interested in hearing from games clubs and
individuals interested in putting on displays and exhibitions in any games areas. A noteworthy event
at a previous Games Day was the first public demonstration in the U.K. of "Dungeons and Dragons".

-ooOoo-

"GUARD" UNITS AND THE COMPOSITION OF WARGAME ARMIES - Continued from Page U

French: 24,504 line (68.50), 11,285 light (31.50). (The French statistics above include only the
troops engaged, those of II and IV Corps).

What, if any, conclusions should be drawn? Simply, that a wargamer about to begin the assembly
of a Napoleonic army based not on any historic order of battle but merely a representative collection
of regiments, in order to emulate the actual proportions of troop-types normally available to a
Napoleonic commander, should include "guard" or "elite" units at between, I would suggest, 50 and a
maximum of 100 of the whole, probably much less than the majority of wargamers now use. With a re-
auo.a nu.i.r O, .lite troop. "f JS?tI"I'S8S 8lp5ilSSlS°iattSt}S!arKa

f«ct.
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MINIATURE WARFARE ETD MAKE
THE BEST

ASK AHYOIIE \ffiO HAS COMISSIONED WOBK FROM US I They will also tell you that we offer the
best value—foiwnoiiey available today ' Why ? Because our se37vices are backed by some
tiienty—five years professional ezperience of designing and model-snaking for the films and
theatre world at international level.

THE PHOTO SHOWS OUR ORIGINAL MODEL FOR A SPANISH TOURIST DE7EL0PMENT, NOW OPERATIONAL AND
FEATURED IN THE HOLIDAT BROCHURES THIS TEAR, CALLED 'PLATA DE LAS AMERICAS' IN TENBRIPE ̂
BUILT TO A PRECISE SCALE OP 2 millimetres = 1 metre I This same standard of detail and
craftsmanship is maintained throu^ all our work, whoever the client and whatsoever the
subject,

WE SPECIALISE IN MADE-TO-ORDER MODELS for the private individual seeking items not
commercially available and/or for manufacturers looking for 'new ideas' and 'master'
models to extend or supplement their range. WE MAKE ANTTHING PROM ANY PERIOD TO ANY
SCALE, from a single figure, piece of equipment or architectural model, to a complete
museum-standard diorama. Current commissions include an authentic 'STAR' PORTRESS OP THE
17th CENTURY (jOmm scale) and a 54ram scale model of the site of the famous 'BATTLE OP THE
ALAPIO' at San Antonio, Texas, with 54mm figures. If you are looking for something special,
phone us with the details and we will be pleased to quote you.

IF Vffi HAVE'NT GOT IT - WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU .' More and more wargamers and collectors are———— taking advantage of the reliable service

we offer under this heading. All you have to do is study the adverts in the English
language military publications and list your requirements. State the title, reference
number and quantity required; plus manufacturer's or publisher's name, a^ the listed
prices. Total the prices, add packing and postage charges, and send cash/ sterling cheque/
or international money order - payable to Miniature Warfare Ltd — and we do the rest.
Overseas clients wishing to write a cheque in their own currency should ̂ d 50 pence to
cover our Bank charges, (Postage & Packing; ̂ U.K. add lO^s in £. Europe 15^ in £1. Sea
Mail Overseas 2C^o in £1. Overseas Airmail ACf/° in £1. For U.K. orders over £10 add only
5/0 in £1 for P ft P charges.)

WE STOCK HINCEELIPPB ̂  MINIPIGS - ATRPIX - PHOENIX - QHQ MICRO-ARMOUR - GREENWOOD & BALL -
OLD GUARD - STADDEN - LASSST - SANDERSON & OTHER FIGURES. B'PH-T.nNA - MICROMOLD - TITAN etc.
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT - DIORAI'IA MAmmTAT-S - HIIMRROL PAINTS - COMPOUNDS - ADHESITES. BOOKS BY

Write to us at MINIATURE WAEPAHB ltd, 18b THE PANTTLES. TUNBRIDGE VFlT.Tfl.
Phone T. Wells (0892) 37624. Better still, if you can pay us a visit we are easy to
find - come throu^ Butler's JEWELLERY SHOP, same address, down the stairs, and you're
in our Comp. G.H.Q. Bunker I We'll be waiting to welcome ym, but we close Wednesdavs.



Heroics & Ros Fisures
specialists in 1/300th scale
Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high-quality tin-lead alloy-

NEW! Modern AFV's: USA LVTP-?;

ty/fFV 180 CET; FRANCE AMX-30 ARV,
Saviem VAB 4x4 APC;
GERMANY Leopard ARV;
SWEDEN VK 155 SPG, Pbv 302 APC.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
NEW! Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Packet 5for 60p

Gorman
Panzer II B

PanzerII F
Panzer II Flamm

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IIIJ

Panzer III M

Panzer III N

StuGIMG

Panzer IV D

Panzer IV F1

Panzer IV F2

Panzer IV H

StuG IV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Panzer 38(t}
MarderlllSd 13d
Marderll H

Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger It Porsche
Tiger II Henschal
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251/1B
Hanomag Sd 251/1D -
late version

Sd251/10 + 3.7Pak
Sd 25l.T6 Flamm

OstwindAA separately (5p) JSM
WirbelwindAA Rommel personality set JSIII
Opel Blitz . with Rommel, staff ISU122
Opel Blitz with office body officer, despatch riders ISU 152
O

ISU 152

Tpel Maultiersoftskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen {6p)
BMW + sidecar (6p)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz222

SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1

SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor

Kettenkrad (6p)
SdKfz 10

SdKfz 1 1
SdKfz?

3.7 Flak on SdKfz?
FlakvierlingonSd?
Pak 35/36 + crew
Pak 38 + crew

Pak 38+crew

Pak 40 + crew

Pak 43/41 +'crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail

and half-track (25p)
Me109G{12p)
Fwl90D(12p)
Ju87 B(15p)
Ms 129(15p)
MeBf nO(15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw 189(15p)
DFS 230 glider (15p)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me 163{12p)
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with
10

-26B

BA-10

BA-32

BA-64 UNITED KINGDOM 17pdr-fcrew
T-70 Tetrarch 25 pdr. limber & crew
GAZ-AAA Honey 5.5 in howitzer + crew
GAZ-60 Grant 7.2 in howitzer + crew

JAG-12 ShermanM4Al Bofors 40mm AA gun
GAZ-67 (6p) Sherman Firefly Morris 6 x 4 Bofors tractc
Katyusha on Studebaker Matilda Quad tractor
Katyusha on GAZ Valentine II Scammel tractor
M42 45mm AT + crew Valentine IX Bedford QL
M41 57mm AT + crew Archer Fbrd (Canada) 15cwt
M44 100 mm AT + crew Bishop truck*
M39 76.2mm field gun + Churchill III Chevrolet 15 cwt
crew Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton
M31/37 122mm field gun Churchill AVRE (12p) • 12p) Bedford QL with office
+ crew Churchill Crocodile (12p) body
M38 152mm howitzer + Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford OY 3 ton GS
crew Ram Kangaroo (12p) Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
M31 203mm tracked Churchill Carpet Layer ScammelTank
howitzer + crew Deacon {12p) Transporter
Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail British kneeling
crew separately (Bp) A9 artillerymen separately
Russian kneeling artillery AlO (8p)
crew separately (Bp) A13 British standing
57mm ATon Komsomleis Crusader II artillerymen separately
SU76 Crusader III (Bp)
SU-37-1AA Cromwell Spitfire IX {12p)
Komsomlets Comet Hurricane II (12p)
Stalinets Challenger Mosquito FB VI (15p)
GAZ-AAA + quad AA Sherman Crab Typhoon IB (12p)
MG s Sherman DD Horsal25p)
Pollkarpovl-16(12p) Marmon Harrington Hamilcar I35p)
11-2 Sturmovik (12p) Humber Armoured car
Pe-2 Daimler Scout Car
Yak-9(12p) Daimler Armoured Car USA
La-5(12p) Universal Carrier M3 Stuart
MiG-3(12p) Sexton M5 Stuart
Russian Armoured Wasp flame-thrower M24 Chaffee

MorrlsB x4 Bofors tracto
Quad tractor

Scammel tractor

Bedford QL
Fbrd (Canada) 15cwt
truck*

Chevrolet 15 cwt

howitzer + crew Deacon

Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail
crew separately (Bp) A9
Russian kneeling artillery AlO
crew separately (Bp) A13
57mm ATon Komsomleis Crusader II

SU76

SU-37-1 AA

Komsomlets

Stalinets

GAZ-AAA + quad AA
MGs
Pollkarpov 1-16(12p)
II-2 Sturmovik (12p)
Pe-2

Yak-9(12p)
La-5(12p)
MiG-3(12p)
Russian Armoured

Crusader III

Cromwell

Comet

Challenger
Sherman Crab

Sherman DD

Marmon Harrington
Humber Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car

Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier

Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret {20p)
Flatcar(IOp)
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (8p)

ACV Dorchester

ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1

Crusader AAMk 2

2 pdr portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr + crew
2 pdr+ crew
17 pdr + crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew

7.2 in howitzer + crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun
r M3 75mm GMC

.5 cm in turret and 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun +
Flak(25p) crew
Panzer 38(t) on flat car M31/37 122mm field gur
(20p) + crew
Flat car for mine defence M3B 152mrn howitzer +
(top) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

+ crew Curvec

7.62 Pak 36 (r) + crew Do 217
10.5 cm howitzer + crew Ju52l'
15 cm howitzer + crew ryie 262
1 7 cm howitzer + crew

B.B Flak 37 + crew

7.5 cfh G36 mountain gun USSR
BT

trolley
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (Bp)
Oo217E(25p)
Ju 52 (45p)
Me 262<15p)

+ crew

7.5 cm infantry gun
15cm inf. gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew

-7

T34/76B
T34/760
T34/B5

Sd 251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar (15p) KVl
Arm'd Mauttier Rocket German standing gun KV2 P
Launcher crew separately (Bp) SU85 Y
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU 100 L
Sd250/9a/c crew separately (Bp) T2B(12p) N
BlVFunklenpanzer Mountain gun crew T35(15p) P

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are all
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.
MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

M18 Hellcat

M4A3 Sherman

M4A3E2

M4A3E8

M4A1 dozer

M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP

M3 half track

T19 105mm GMC

NEW! WWII: Wellington (25p)
C.47 Dakota I45p)
JU-88A (25p)

Jeep(6p)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound MB
Studebaker 2^ ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW

Studebaker Gasoline

Truck

White Scout Car

3 in AT gun + crew
7 5mm Pack howitzer +

crew

105mm howitzer + crew

155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA

American artillery crew
standing separately (Bp)
P51D Mustang (12p)
P47DThunderbolt(12p)
P40E Kittyhawk(12p)

ITALIAN

Ml 3/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun &*crew
Fiat G50 Bis (12p)
KV-85

Beaverelle (6p.
HelMPl25p)

1/300th SCALE FIGURES 70pence packs.
MAR 10 L

SOVIET
T 72J3nk
T-e/Tank
T-55Tank

T.55doref

T-55mine clearer
T lOMtank
PT 76 light tank
BMP.76(8MP 1>
MICV
0TR 40P with Swatter
BTR 60PBAPC
aROM-2 APC

BRDM 2withSagyer
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ 469 jeep
6M.21 Rocket
Launcher

ZSU 23-4 SPAA
ZSU-57 2 SPAA

D-30 122mm howit/er
♦ crew

M55 1 52mm howitier
1 crew

M55 100mm AT yu" '
crew

BTR-50APC
BMP ParairuopAPC
BM 14 towed rocket

launcher ♦ crew
GAZ 69 leep
URAL'375 truck
SA 6 Gainful AA missile

SA 9 Gaskin AA missile
SA 2 Guideline AA

MIISKlle

M1974 122mm SPG

ASU 57SPATyun
GAZ 69 < Recuilless
rifle

FROG 7 arlillery mi<>!>ile
un launchHf truck
K'Q 17(12i)
M.G 1911501

MiG 21 l15|ii

tVliG 23i30i)l
MiG 25 Foibai l30p)
Su 7(15pl
Su 9i30pl
Su 15l30p)
Yak 28i30pl
Ml 8Hip(30p)
Mi 24Hinrll15p)

USA
M60A1 tank

M60A2 lank
M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridanlight
tank

M60A1 dozer

Ml 13 APC

M11 3 • lecoilless rifle
Ml 13 » TOWAT
m'Sbile

Mt63 Vulcan SPAA

M 7 30 Chaparral SPAA
missile system

M 106 mortar earner
M1 14 recce vehicle

M728 Combat
Ertgineet Vehicle
Ml 10SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer
M109SPhowitzer

Commando armoured

XR3 1 1 Hiyn rnotiilily
wlieeled carrier » TOW
M41 Walker Bulldoy
light tank
M42 Ouster SP AA

M54B tracked earner
Honest John missile on

Idunche' truck

Hawk AA missiles on

M548 iauiicfier
M577 Lunimand

vehicle

Dragon fight AT missile

set of three

Huey Cobra gunship
l15pl
Bell Iroquois 11 5pl
Skyhawk (1 5p)
F104 Starfighter 115pl
F4 Phantom (25pl
PI HE (25pl
F14ATomcat (25p)
F15 Eagle (25pl

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

SWEDEN
S-tank

Ikv 91 light tank

JayuardSp)
Harrier (15p)
BuccaneerI30pl

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
MarderMICV
GepardSPAA
Jagdpanzer Rakete
missile carrier

Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun
Spz-ll 2 APC
Spz 12 3APC
Milanlighl AT missile
set of threeUNITED KINGDOM set of three

Chieham

Centurion
Centurion AVRE FRENCH

FV432 APC AMX 30 tank
FV438Swingfirc AMX-13 light tank
launcher AMX 13 » SSI 1 AT
FV432 « mortar missiles
FV432 ♦ Wombat AMX 13 ♦ HOT mis-
FV432 4 Rarden siies
FV432 ♦ Cymbehne AMLH SOarmoured
radar car

Chief lain Bridge Layer i20t)l EBR 7 5 armoured car
Al)l)ot SPG
Saladm armoured car
Saracen APC
Fox armoured car
Feiret armoured car

Ferret 2 6 AT missile
carrier

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar hyht tank
Sinker hyhl AT missile
uarnei

Siiitrian liynt APC
Rapier AA missile

AMX 30 155mm

howitzer
AMX 30 Roland AA

missile laurteher
AMX 10APC

AMX 10 . HOT AT
missiles

Jeep with Enlac AT
missiles
Milan liyhi AT missile
launcher <sei of 31

Mirage IHC 11 5pi
Jaguar 115pi

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napo'eofi. Marsnals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD

UNITS

MFN5 Gienadie's of the Old Guard

MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers

lyiFN 1 I Chasseurs a Cheval ul the Guard
MFN2 Polish Lancersof the Guard

MFN8 Fool Ariiileryol ihe Guard
MFN9 HnrseArliileryoltheGiiard
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFN1 Line Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr Line Fusiliers
MFN4 Voiiiguets skirmishing
MFNI6 Fr Cataliiniers
MFN to Cuirassiers

MFN19 Line Q-ayoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval lit Ihe Line
MFN12 Hussars

MFN13 Lancers of the Line

MFN3 Fool Atiilleiy
MFN1S Fi GuiiTeams
MFNI8 Fr WaytHis ami Teams
eniTISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
M8N IS Wellington & Generals
MEN I British Infantry
MBN 7 British Line Infantry Light Co
MBN14 British Light infantry
MBN15 Br.iish Light Infantry skirmishing
MBN& Highlanders
MBN6 Highlanders skirmisliiirg
k4BN4 Rillemen

MBN t 7 Houseliuld Cavalry

MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBNtO British Hussars

MBN I I Bill Li Oriigoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
M8N3 FooiArtiilery
MeNt2BMt GunToamb
MBN 13 Bnc Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers

MPN2 Jjgers Skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 PnissianU'ilans

MPN4 Aiiiilefy
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAM Ausinari Musketeers

MAN2 Aubinan Grenadiers

MAN3 Austrian Jagers sknmibhing
MAN4 Ausmaii Cuiiassieik

MANS Austrian Artillery

Postage ft Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40p
only.

Europe 20%, Surface mall worldwide 20%.
Airmail USA & Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%.
£1 = 100p = US$1.75 approx.

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRNI Grenadiers

MRNS Pavlov Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN6 Cossacks

MRN4 Artillery
BAVARIAN UNITS
MGN1 Bavarian Infantry
POLISH UNITS

MWNI Polish Inlantry
MFN2 lancers

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN I Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grettadiers
MSN3 Siianibh Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Spanish Orugoons
SECONDWORLDWAR

GR1 German Infaiitrv
CR2 Uerrniin Infantry Support

Weairons
GR3 German ParaitiMips
GR4 GermatrWiirld War 11 cavalry
GRS AlrrkaKorps
6R1 Bnlishinfaniiy

BR2 British infaiiiry Support
Weapons

BR3 British Paratroops
BH4 8th Army

SRI Riisssian infantry
5R2 Russian Infantry Support

Weupons
$R4 Russian World War 11 cavalry
USfll United Siateslnlarilry
USR2 UnitedStateslnlanlrySupporl

Weapons

MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATOlnfantry
M2 NATO Infantry Suppuri

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Inlaniry Support

Weapons

ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAR 1 Roman Legionaires
MAR2 Romans atlackirig
MAR3 RoRian Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer

MARS Roman Cavalry
MARS Roman War Engines
MAR 7 Piaeionan Gnarii

MAR8 Euuiias Smgulani Guai'lCaviiry
MAR9 WesternAuailiarvAiclicis

MAR 13 Lsle Period
Legionaries aitacking

ate Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals. Tribunes
BYZANTINES
MAB1 Byzantine Heavy Inlantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MASS Byzantine Horse Archers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA 11 Dacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, 'homphiae. archers
cic 1

MA 12 Visiijoihic Infantry
MAI3 HiinCavalry
MA14 Gulhic Cavalry

MA1S SarmjiianCaiaphracts
MAF1 Gaulish Inlanliy
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAG I Greek City Hophtes
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG 7 Phorlian Shngets
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successui Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MACS Spartan Hoplites
MAG9 Peiiasis
MAG 10 Macedonian Hy|ias|>islS

MAGI I Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Irnmorials
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAPJ Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian HorSt Atcliers
MAPS Mounted Poibiaii Spearmen
MAP? Persian ArmuuieilCaMlry
MAPI Persian Charints
MAPS Persian ScylhetlChinult
8AS8ANIDS
MAS 1 Sassaiuti Lew Spaaimen
MAS2 SassaniiiAichers
MAS3 SavsanirtCtibinarii
MAS4 SassaninCaiaphiicis
MASS Sass Piiii Light Cavalry
MASS Sassamd Elephants

NEW

MAI 6 Ancient British Chariot
MA 17 AfTclenI British Infantry
MA16 Ancient British Cavalry
MA 19 Arab Camelry

ISeleucid-Palmyran)

MAILORDER Legionaries attacking

Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some aiternatives. Every
effort will be made to fulfil first choices.

\A/e accept Access, ffA/fClArCA/fO, BAfl/KAMe/f/CAffO, CHARGEX.
Just send your card number.

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD, LONDON. SE1 UK



61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES,
TEESSIDE.

NewLasset!
In 75mm

75JT 9 Private; Black Watch, Guard
Order 1912

75JT 10 Trooper; Light Horse Lancers of the
Line. French Imperial Army 1815

Two superb additions to this outstanding
series. Both at £3.75

And in 54mm
Persian Heavy Cavalryman c. 200AD
at £5.60

An individually animated piece of great
character.

Fart
Two more incredible pieces of imagination
from Cliff Sanderson. We doubted that

the last releases could be improved on.
We changed our minds on seeing these;

SSF — "The Sacrifice"

A screaming girl lies shackled to a bizarre
altar, while above her on a craggy outcrop
of rock, the evil witch Raxana prepares
to unleash a demon from the pit. Comes as
a kit comprising; Diorama Base; Rocky Crag;
Witch and Demon (Double figures) and
girl victim. Incredible.

SSG;
Seized in the ghastly embrace of a
winged devil our heroine struggles to
no avail, as the hideous bat winged
apparition launches itself into space.
Comprises; Double figures of Demon and
Girl; Enormous Bat Wings; and Tree Stump
Base. Has to be seen to be believed.

NEW GARRISON 25mm

Sword and Sorcery

SS 76 Female Centaur with Bow (s)
SS 77 Man Ore; Armoured, Bearing Axe.
SS 78 Man Ore; Armoured, Bearing Glaive
SS 79 Wood Elf with Bow

SS 80 High Elf with Spear
SS 81 Dwarf with Axe

SS 82 Dwarf Chief with Horn \
SS 83 Four Armed Giant (s)
SS 84 Horned Lizard; Scaled about

9' long (s)
SS 85 Two Headed Serpent (s).
SS 89 Zangiran Archer
SS 90 Zangiran Heavy Infantry
Items marked (s) are specials priced
accordingly. Zanglrans are medieval types
suitable for 11th C. Spanish armies.

In USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In France:

Arbois Modelisme,
1222 Rue Bon-Houdart - B.P.32.93700
Drancy.

In Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St., Ottawa, Ontario
KIM 5Z4.

In Australia:
Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

EAGLE
MINI A TURES
P.O. BOX 14, BARRY, SOUTH
GLAMORGAN CF6 6YB
Tel. BARRY 740374

1^ OurSamurai
Not a promise
a reality

Sent to you guaranteed
by return of post
at only £3.75
plus p & p*

Send SAE or IRC for full list

of 54 mm and 90 mm figures

* Post and Packing
U.K. All orders under £5 10%

OVER £5 Post Free.

Overseas surface mail

30% Airmail 60%

III III llnll MODEL ACCESSORIES

JOHN PIPER (ACCESSORIES) LIMITED
S5 COWUEAZE ROAD - KIIMGSTON-URON-THAMES • SURREY • KTE BED

TELEPHONE: 01-54S 58B4 TELEX: CADANAC LDN 93464E

NEW SERIES ALL TO SCALE 1:100

Above - Detailed castings of
Alvis Stalwail, Covered and Open

NEW! - Again for the diorama specialist we introduce a Shell
Shattered Tree Kit 'B' and for the equipment specialist the
Soviet BMP—A.P.C.

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK: T.62 @ £3.85—LEOPARD 1A4
@ £4.30 — SCORPION @ £2.55 — BEDFORD 4 TON
COVERED @ £2.50 — BEDFORD 4 TON OPEN @ £2.30 —
LANDROVER & TRAILER @ £1.90 — ALVIS STALWART @
£2.80 — SUNDRY STORES PACK @ £1.72 — CHIEFTAIN
TANK @ £4.30 — LORRY LOAD PACK @ £0.99 — SHELL
SHATTERED TREE KIT 'A' @ £1.83 — ETCHED LEAVES
(OAK, ASH, or SMALL LEAF TYPE) @ £0.81 — RANGE
ROVER @ £1.25 — NEW: SHELL SHATTERED TREE KIT 'B'
@ £1.40 and SOVIET BMP1 @ £4.00.

All prices include V.A.T. and U.K. Postage and Packing.
Terms: fi/lail Order Only - Cash with order - Cheques and
°,0,'s made payable to John Piper Accessories Limited -
Overseas Customers quotations on request.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME



THE NEW
MODEL ARMYU rVIVlTl X (MINIATURES)

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

LTD
373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508

HOURS OF BUSINESS; 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSING FOR WARGAMERS & MiUTARY HGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us .

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKN ARm
PUeUCHOUSE

EASTHA/H
DISTRCT LNE

/MODEL
/«A1Y
No 373

101 Bus route paases door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

MAINLY MILITARY

Gl

GROUND I
Specialists in metal military miniatures and accessories for both the wargamer and collector; HOME or EXPORT

103. WALSALL ROAD; LICHFIELD; STAFFORDSHIRE; ENGLAND: Telephone No. 53180

PROJECT 15 - 15mm SCALE
Cottage (with removable roof) bOp

Barn (with removable roof) 50p

Derelict Cottage 40p

Artillery Redoubt 30p

Redoubt Link Sections ( 2 per pack) ^Op

Wall Sections ( 4 per pack) 40p

Broken Wall Sections (2 per pack) 20p

For illustrated catalogue please send large S.A.E.



Till:

I-

WAKGAMliiS

IKSlilXAL

HAS EVERY BOARD WARGAME

At Games Centre, we have almost 2,000 different Items always In stock. Including every board wargame,
fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S.P.I., Avalon Hill, Game Designers'
Workshop, Battlellne, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R. and many more.

And when you call In at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal
^  service, and advice if you need It.

16 J Hanway Street
London W1A 2LS

01-636 8278

2 Castle Street

Kingston Upon Thames
01-5496486

Open six days a week — browsers welcome.

Write for details of games by mail order — or see our advertisement eacfi montfi in "Games & Puzzles"

WE MAKE NO EXTRAVAGANT CLAIMS
THAT WE MAKE THE BEST MODELS —

But our customers keep telling us that we do,
and the customer is ALWAYS RIGHT!

So why not see for yourself
and send for our catalogue of 25mm

Top Class models — from Ancient Egyptian
to Napoleonic.

NEW 20mm WWII BRITISH

3 man gun team, standing + 2 rifles, 1 sten gun
3 man gun team kneeling, 3 infantry advancing
3 infantry kneeling, 3 ins. mortar & crew

All 30p per pack

DON'T FORGET OUR FULL RANGE OF
MEDIEVALS WITH OUR ONE-TO-ONE RULES

Hamming
illmiaturcs

For complete catalogue send 25p to
45 Wenlock Street, HULL, HU3 IDA

Overseas — catalogue 40p

SOLDIERS THREE

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR Specialists:

American Civil War .'pecialists -
militaria of all wars - models -

25mm wargamers figures - send
25p for A.C.W. lists of books,
records, uniforms, etc. Personal
callers welcome.

Wargames Clubs: Ask about our
discount to clubs and members -

we would also like to attend your
open days.

SOLDIERS THREE

37 MANOR ROAD, WALLINGTON, SURREY
Closed Mondays. Tel: 01-647 I2I3



15mm METAL FIGURES
BY PETER LAING

NEW ISSUE — VIKINGS

C0L0NIALWARGAMINGin15mm

F221 Viking Chieftain 5p

F222 Viking Huscar! 5p

F223 Viking Bondi 5p

F224 Viking Archer 5p

F225 Viking Bererk 5p

C226 Viking Ulfhednar 5p

Send 12p for sample figure and full list of a total of over 550 items in 15mm from
Ancients through to World War 2.

Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.

£2 ' "  17p
£3 " " 20p
£4 " " 23p

£5 ■' " 24p
£6 " " 27p

inland Orders of £8 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. £1

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

U. S. A.

U.S. Wargamers can obtain PETER LAING's metal 16mm figures through
the following dealers

Soldier World. USA. P.O. Box175 Shrewsbury, PA 17361
The Three Musqueleers 10531 Santana St. Lakeside. CA 92040

Thor's TOO ITecllcel Operations Center) Bo* 297, Ft. Meade MO 20755
The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza. 1776 East Jefferson St., Rockville. MO 20852

Royal Hobby Shoo 3806 East State Street. Rockfotd, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA
sole agents

Battlefield P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia

PETER LAING'sMETALFIGURES
F601 Brit. Inf. marching 5p F632 Indian Sepoy marching 5p

Highlander marching 5p F633 Indian Sepoy firing 5p
F603 Brit. Inf. Adv. 5p F634 Gurkha marching 5p
F604 Highlander Adv. 5p F635 Brit. Inf. lying firing 5p
F605 Brit. Off. Adv. 5p M601 Brit, lancer charging lOp
F606 Bagpiper 5p M602 Brit. cav. horse walking lOp
F607 Brit. Inf. firing standing 5p M603 Mounted boer 10p
F608 Highlander firing standing 15p M604 Boer leading pony lOp
F609 Brit. Off. standing 5p M605 Imperial yeomanry lOp
F610 Boer firing standing 5p M606 Art. horse with rider lOp
F611 Boer firing lying 5p M607 Art. horse without rider lOp
F612 JIhadia rifleman (Dervish) 5p M60B Dervish armoured
F613 FuzzyWuzzy with sword 5p horseman 10p
F614 Pathan firing standing 5p M609 Egypt/Sudan cav. lOp
F615 Pathan on guard 5p M610 Indiancav. lOp
F616 Zulu marching 5p A601 2.5" RML mountain gun 15p
F617 Zulu rifleman firing 5p A602 Brit, gunner kneeling ram 5p
F61B Zulu rifleman adv. 5p A603 Brit, gunner kneeling 5p
F619 Zulu lying firing 5p A604 Brit, field glasses 5p
F620 Zulu adv. 5p A605 Brit, helographer 5p
F621 Pathan kneeling firing 5p A606 Catling gun 15p
F622 Boer adv. rifle attrail 5p A607 Seated galling gunner 5p
F623 Brit. Bugler 5p A608 Standing galling gunner 5p
F624 Brit. Off. firing revolver 5p A609 15pdr field gunner 15p
F625 Brit. Inf. firing kneeling Bp A610 Limber 15p
F626 Zulu running 5p A611 Seated Brit, gunner for
F627 FuzzyWuzzy with spear 5p A610 5p
F628 Dervish with spear 5p A612 Brit, gunner handspike 5p
F629 Dervish with raised sword 5p A613 Brit, gunner shell 5p
F630 Egypt/Sudanese inf. A614 Egypt/Sudan camel corps 15p

marching 5p A615 Brit, camel corps 15p
F631 Egypt/Sudanese inf. firing 5p A616 Gardner gun 15p
Send 12p for sample figure and full list of a total of over 500 items in 15mm from

Ancients through to World War 2,
Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.

Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p
£2 *• 17p
£3 " " 20p
£4 •• 23p
£5 24p
£6 ■* 27p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. £1

PETER LAING
Minden. Sutton St. Nicholas. Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

HARROW
TELEPHONE:
01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 8p cav I9p
NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc. £3.(X)

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Saggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman
El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf Cav' Off.
F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer
COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p
COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules. 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £2.50
COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber. 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £2.50
NAVAL BRIGADE
N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.
COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
82 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
84 Inf. Kneeling Firing

85 Inf, Standing Firing
86 Inf. Advancing
87 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
88 Inf Marching
89 Highland Off. Marching
810 Highland Off. Firing Pistol
811 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
812 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
813 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
814 Highland Inf. Advancing
815 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
816 Highland Inf
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
817 Officer Marching
BIB Officer Firing Pistol
819 infantry Lying Firing
820 Infantry Kneeling Firing
821 Infantry Standing Firing
822 Infantry Advancing
823 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
824 Infantry Marching
825 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY
BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZl Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi
INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chiet
T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung
RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Coassack Off
Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
Gunner with shell. 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 50p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 50p
FIRST WORLD WAR
GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H*? Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H6 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer
Ail First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

FIVE NEW 80mm FIGURES

BY ALAN CATON

"THE BRITISH ARMY"

CAST IN WHITE METAL

THESE FIGURES ARE AVAILABLE i

IN EASY-TO-ASSEMBLE KIT FORM

PRICE £3.75 EACH

PLEASE ADD 10% POSTAGE IN U.K.,
20% OVERSEAS

ALSO AVAILABLE PAINTED AT £9.95 EACH

PLUS POSTAGE

AC8005

OFFICER, LINE INFANTRY
INDIAN MUTINY

AC8006

SERGEANT, K.O.S.B.
1900

AC8007

CAVALRY TROOPER

1914

PLEASE NOTE
We regret that the price shown for these
figures in our previous advertisement was

incorrect and should have been £3.75.

AC8008 ' ' AC8009LANCE CORPORAL, R.M.P. (ARTISTS RIFLEst^gW

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET MAYFAIR LONDON W1 Tel: 01-493 7452



lEVER
CAUjA BENGAL LANCER

YELLOW

m.

Airfixhave recruited the dashing
Bengal Lancer into theirglorious 54mm
scale collectors series.

When Captain James Skinner, a
mercenary, formed his famousf regiment of Lancers in
^ 1803 they quickly
fh became known as his

'yellow boys'.
The unfortunate nick

name was due to their yellow
alkhalakorcoat. Fortheywere
anything but 'yellow'when it
came to a fight, as their many
battle honours testify.

In 1899, long after Captain
Skinner's death, the regiment changed
its name to the Duke of York's Own
Regi ment of Bengal Lancers.
Though they continued to be known as
Skinner's Horse-a much more
appropriate nickname thantheir
previous one.

NowAirfix bringyou the Bengal
Lancer looking exactly as he did a
hundred years ago.

What's more, the Lancer can ride
any horse in the 54mm collection, which
includesthe British Hussars, the 2nd
Dragoon (Royal Scots Greys), and the
Polish Lancer (1st Reg. Lancer of the
Guard) 1815. ^

Airfixhave even taken
George Washi ngton, the
whocouldn'ttellalie,
and kept himtruetothe

jRFi:

The world's biggest range of construction kits.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


